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CINCIO-QIJININE.
0-gy -- has been tested in all parts of the country,

t he iQININE, which was placed in the banda of physicians in 1869,the important constituents of Peruvlan Bark,
estimony in its favor ls decided and unequivocal. It ctains t impxtnt agento

dia, cnohonia and Cinchonidia, in their alkaloidal condition, and Jo exaernan agent1
lui -UNIVICEsS"' OF PENNBYLVANIÂ, Jan. 22, 1875.

hA I QN IL have fo
e contain qinie qnidi einchonine, anccon

sted CINCHo-QUININE,~F. & an aV ondi o otanginn, TIL, Prof. of Chemistry and Mineralogy.

rl UNIgVUSITY oF CHICAGO, February 1, 1875.
bereb LABoRAToRY OF TU otl of CINCHo-QUININER, and by direc-

decrtaiy that I have made a chemical examination of the contents of hereby cf I found & alka-
examm~aion or uinie, uiniine andcinle5'~ and hereby certify that I found these aika-

C aualitative examiiation for guinine, quinidine, and cin G * sBERT WHEELER, Professor of Chemistry.
hare U cH-UNN, and find it to contain qinie,,eanade a careful analysis of the contents of a bottle of your CINCOQ pN.NEaPLE, tt Assayer of Mss
!ià nine, and cinchonsidine." S. p. SHARPLES, State of Mas.

er for1 aecrmo are contained the important alka-
5 of Bark, so as to be accessible to

Ud Quinidia which is believed to be a
rtodic than Quinine ; and the alkaloids
clation, unquestionably produce favor-
nfluences which can be obtained from

t or efficacy as a tonic andvalu te olwn advantages whichtase Its value to physicians :--

ihe full therapeutic influence of Sul-
nice0 in the same doses, without oppress-
tress, creatin tiausea, or producing
,andias the Sulphate of Quinine fre-
an it produces much less constitutional
the great advanta of being nearly

l itter is very s ight, and not un-
te most sensitive or delicate woman or

sf cosly the price will fluctuate with the
barks but will always be much less

ýet te Of Qumnine.t indications not met by that Salt.

Middleburg, Pa.,
April 13, 1875- p ofthsuIphati

cannot refrain trom giving you my DOSE Tm SaRarding CINCHO-QUININE
'ce of twenty years, eight of which were
, with a drug store. I have used Quinintas are generally recommended by tht
Iti the last four or five years I have used -

Your CINCHO-QUININE in place of
ave nlever been d~isa , ,,

Gents: It may be of some satisfaction to you to
kno, that I have used the alkaloid for two years or

nearly in my practice, and I have found it reliable,

and all I think that you claim for it. For children

and those of irritable stomachs, as well as those too

casily guininized by the Sulihate, the Cincho acts

like a charm, and we can hard y sec how we did with-

out i tso long. I hope the supply will continue.
Vours, with due regard,

J. R. TAYLOR, Kosse, Texas.

I have used your CINCHo-UININE exclusively for

four years in this malarial region.
st asactive an anti-periodic as the Sulphate, and

miore agreeable to administer. It gives great satisfac-

D. H. CHASE, M.D., Louisville, Ky

have used the CINcHO-QUINiNE ever since its

introduction, and am so well satisfied with its results

that I use it Il cases in which I formerly used the

Stulphate, and in intermittents it can be given during

,he paroxysm of fever with perfect safety, and thus
ose no time. E. SCHENCK, M.D., Pekin, Ill.

I am using CINcHo-QUININE, and find it to act as

bl and efficiently as the Sulphate.
I the case of children, I employ it almost exclu-

In, and deemn its action upon them more beneficial
lthat o the time-honored Sul hate.

ian W. C. SCHULTZE, M.D.,
Marengo, Iowa

Ci Nco-QUININE i iny practice has given the bes

t f results, being in my estimation tar superior to Sul-

hate of Quinine, and bas many advantaes over the

ililpate.G. INGALt.s, M.
ulphate. Northampton, Ma2s

our CiNcHo-QUININE i nave used with marked

1 refer it in every way to the Suilphate.

JNO. Y. SHINEL, MD. succes. DMAcAY, MD , Dallas, Texas

lJNO. Y. SHIaNDsELM..c n
e o sample package, for trial, containing fifty grains of CtNogeOBfQoUrIS o rers amounting to one hundred

e P t one dollar and sixty cents, post paid. Special pric ven for orde

WE MANUFACTURE CHEMICALLY PURE sALTS 0F

'Zlnium, Antimony, Barljim, Bromine, Bismuth, Cerium, Calir' Sodim, Tin, Z dic, etC
Manganese, Mercury, Nickel, Phosphorus, Potassium, 1Ue di' Ti .

»i Price List and Descriptive Cataloguefurnished upon appliation.

]ILLINGS, CLAPP & O., Manufacturing Chenists,
(SUCCESSORS To JAMES R. NICHOLS & Co.)

BOSTON, MASS-
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DE BESCHE, Physician in ordinary to H. M. the King of Sweden and Norway
the very best ever prepared for medicinal purposes." .d NrW 1ARBoTTs SMITH, M.D., M.R.C.P., North London Consumption Hospital, 5ays .hrieasily assimilated and is productive of more immediate benefit than the ot> 8
oil are.'' yC #DR. RuDDocîts, M.D., L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S., says: " We are glad to be able tO 0#6a phatic reconmendation to so pure a preparation." a ba

J. MARION Sims, M. D., New York, says: "I have prescribed it alnost dailY 0reason to be perfectly satisfied with it." b
Da. L. A. SAVRE, New York, says: " Moller, of Christiania prepares an Ou

fectly pure, and in every respect ail that can be wished."
N. B. SAND@, M.D., New York, says: " It is remarkably free from impuritie

W. H. Schieffelin & Co., NEW Y
Sole Agents for United States and

MICROSCOPES.
T A JiQ1

.. Z QN & CIL, % . 9 0ji-

924 Chestnut-St, - - - PRILADEL E
EEP cnstantly in stock, the most complete assortment of MICROSCOPES and ACCESSORIES to be fol'K house in the WORLD. In addition to their own Manufactures, they have always on hand Stands a 0d

by Powell & Lealand, Ross, Crouch, lartnach, Nacbett, etc., etc.; and being the exclusive Agents, for the U O
of MESRS. R. & J. BECK of London, keep in stock all the productions of these most eminent manufacturers.

10,000 PREPARED O-8JECTS:
IN EVERY DEPARTMENT OF THE SCIENCES.

An illustrated and priced catalogue, of 118 pages, will be mailed to any address on receipt of Ten CeOBU
Address as above.

Anatomical Models and Osteological PreparatiOP'S
SKELETONS, SKULLS, MICROSCOPIC PREPARATIONS.

Special attention is hereby called to the fact, that we can supply a ff
of MEDICAL WORKS and CHARTS, either American, English or
Publications, at second-hand, at greatly reduced prices.

(dr ORDERS FOR THE IMPORTATION OF BOOKS TAKEN.
Letters will be promptlyanswered and catalogues sent. Address

RUDOLPH BERENDSOHN, 202 William Street, Ne
yore.
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WILLING & WILLIAMSON'S

W MEDIGCAL WORKS.

cal Lectures and Essays, by Sir James Paget, Bart. Edited by Howard Marsh,
8., 5.00.

WGXR.Manual of General Pathology. For the use of students and practitioners in Medicine,
4 Ernest Wagner, M.D., $5.50.

h OTri;-General Surgical Pathology and Therapeutics, in ffty lectures. A text book for

and physicians. Translated and revised from the sixth German edition; by Chas.

Uaokley, M.D., $5.00.

Os p LANS.-Five essaye relating to the construction, organization, and maragement

fospitals. Contributed for the use of the Johns Hopkin's ospital of Baltimore, $6.00.

R'1EN & KEYES.-Diseases of the genito-urinary organs, with Syphilis. With engravings

cases, $5.00.

MedicalThermomety and Human Temperature. By E. Sequin, M.D., $3.50.

-Dental Pathology and Surgery. By J. A. Salter, M.B., F.R.S., $4.50.

~Olt Syphilitic lesions of the osseous systen i r infants and young children. By R. W.

14or, M.D., $2.50.

G ýk][(I* eterMination of the refraction of the eye, by means of the ophthalmoscopo, 50c net.

Ià*Lectures on the respiratory organe, heart and kidneYB. By A. L. Loomis, MD. $5.00.

A handbook of Therapeutics, By Sidney Ringer, M.D., 4th ed., $4.24.

WILLING & WILLIAMSON,

Y12 Kin Street East, Toronto.
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PNEUMATIC ASPIRATION,
After the Manner of Dieulafoy.

It It always possible, owing to Aspiration, to search for a fluid collection without any danger, whatever may be its seat or its nI tLug have thrust these Needles into almost every part of the body, into the Joints, the Liver, the Spleen, the Bladder, the IntesLungs and the Neninges, and I can affin, and a great nunber of observers ail!rm with ne, that we have never seen consecutive acideJ)iecidafoy on Ppz'u,,atjc A soirtioni, PO. -1, 24. 
o

W E invite the attention of the Medical Profession to this New Apparatus for Aspiration, constructed upon the PS plan:of Potain's modification of Dieulafoy's Aspirator, but containing the following improvements and inoif our OWn: -
Fie. 68. 

1st. Means of changing the P
an exhaust to aforce-pump, an
thereby enabling the operator t 1s
withdraw an abnormal fluid, bu;
ject the cavity through the
needle of the apparatus with on0e

N to induce healthy action.-See P
on As0iration, /f. 276, 278. &

2nd. The employment in our
No. 1, of a metal Screw Cap,
neck of the receiver supplied
apparatus so securely that i t
forced from its place by co
while injecting, or accidentall 9

0

while the receiver is in a state o
for aspiration. h rý0Fie. 69. The Stopper and 3rd. The sub.titution, forCocks supplied with Ap- oiled silk valves of other aP

paratus No. 2. a kind indestructible both in f0

4th. A simple and compara
pensive attachment for eAutSHUTLEFF contents of the stomaeh, eqBOSTON. superior, to any in use hitherto* ,Commenda ions bestowed upon our Aspirators, by physicians familiar with the latest European and American ones, lead us to bellen some important particulars at least, they are superior to any. 01~I hie work on Pieumatie Aspirations, Dieulafoy shows the harmlessness of the Aspiratory Puncture and its great superioritY 1O00B1]enring Trocar as a mean of acSurate diagnosis in all collections of Pathological Fluids. It has been used with unprecedented vdjlRetention of Usine, Reduction of Strangulated Hernia, is Ascites, Hydrothorax, Empyemia, Pneumothorax, Effusios into the -leatbIsSerous, Purulent and Hematie Effusions o! the K Ase, Hydrocele, Hydatid Cysts, Asceesses of tbe Liver, and in various other PLesions.

APPARATUS.
No. 1. Air P s gp-exhaust or condensing as described; 16 No. 3. Dieulafoy's Notched Aspirator, Nickel.Plate'oz. receiver, of strong glass, with screw cap; three steel, witb two Needles, tubes, &c., in cee.........-old-plated Aspiratory Needles, together with the necessary No. 4. Stomch Attachment, as described, adapted to Ptubes, stop-cocks &c as shown i Fig. 68, fitted in a neat accompanying Nos. 1 and 2, additional..............nase, accomupansed w-ithý printed directions ............... $18 00OThe /oregoing are' the pi oduct af our own fad;orY, and artNo. 2. The same, without receiver and with rubber stopper tarranted in every reect.(lee Fig. 69) to fit almost any bottle of quart capacity, or Ao, DieuJ oy on Pneumatic Aspiration, post-paid, W' Slests, instead of ecrew-cap arrangement, aiso with printed r,'ail, on rccei pt of.. . . . .directions........... .. ...................... 16 00 CW" Full describtion on afflication.An Illustrated Catalogue of Surgical and Atomizing Instruments sent by mail, postpaid, on application.

CODMAN & SHURTLEFF, ,to
Makers of Surgical Instruments, 13 and 15 Tremont Street, BN.B.-See our other advertisement in alternate numbers of this journal. 

.0*

Je. e G]E MR]IG,
MANUFACTURER OF

AND

ORTHOPoDICAL INSTRUMENTS,
109 SOUTH EIGHTH STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

Aspirators, Axilla •Thermometers, Hypodermie Syringes,
Nelaton's Catheters, Plaited Satin Sewing Silk for

Surgical purposes, Hawksley's Metallia
Stethoscopes, Elastic Stockings,

Apparatus for Club Foot,
Bow Legs, Spine

Diseases, &c.

Illustrated Catalogue and Price List sent on application.

THE CENTRAL PHARM4A<

Chemists and Druggit
(Corner of Queen and Elizabeth Streets, Toro

AVE on band the following new remedies
- be sent to any address in all quantities O

Cincho-Ouinine
Guarana, Jaborandi. Ide

Croton-Chloral Hydrate, SalicY'

&c., &c., &c. t for
Special attention given to Physicians'prescriP

Office use, such as Elixirs, Fluid Extrao'
Pilla, Syrups, etc.
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lir Ferri et Calcis Phosphatis Co.
L ACTO-PHOSPHA TES.

PO ULA OF DR. DUSART, OF PARIS.

"014Ud Etixir of Phosphates and Calisaya,
'4 0 ternical Food and Nutritive Tonic.

ele
ant preparation combines witb a sound Sherry

0f/ V. L rom atics, in the form of an agreeable cor-
g Lacto-Phosphate of Lime 1 gr. Lacto-Phosphate

.e f of Alkaloid, of Calisaya Bark, Quinine, Quini-
hlf, on2ne, and /ifteen drop8 offree Phosphoric Acid to

f e p alescing from adynamic fevers, in ail condi-
etiOb Off ed nutrition from indigestion and mal-assimi-

n 11 nervous prostration from mental and physical
n, nde s lipation or bad habits, in chlorotic or ansemic

.it 1 ' and lu the strumous diathesis in adulte and children,
%4 %e 'bination of great reliability and efficacy, and it

gn1 oane for a protracted period without becoming
W &e1t t the patient.

p i Stryhnine is indicated the officinal solution of the
of h a gPSla May be added, each fluid drachm making the

1lination to a half fluid ounce of the Elixir,-a valuable
beo03 in dyspepsia with constipation and headaches.

j nfPnd is prepared with great care, and will be main-standard purity and strength. Prepared by
T. B. WHEELER, MONTREAL, D. C.

BY A LL DR UGOGISTS.

gORATIO G. KERN,
mANUFACTURER or

SURGICAL AND DENTAL
INSTRUMENTS, &o.

ESTABLISHED 1837.

subsoriber would again remind the Medical and

THDentai Profession that he still continues to manufac-

ture bis celebrated Instruments, in ail the various branches
Assiduous attention to the details of the business, which

an experience of thirty-five years bas afforded, has enabled

him to make many inprovements iu his

Unrivalled Extracting Forceps,
Both as regarde their quality and adaptation to the purposet

for which they are intended, a desideratum which wi ho
apreited by ail wishing to purchase Instruments, that

app rciate and of long and well established reputation.

ASPIRATORS.
(A new Instrument.)

itr No. 1, Six Tubulated Needles, assorted......$25.00
Aspirator, No. ...... 18.00
Aspirator, No. " " ...... 12.00

Ail the Latest Improvements and Novelties.

Ail orders entrusted to his care will bo promptly attended

'pg Catalogues furnished on application.

Oct., 1873. No. 21 North Sixth St., Philadelphia.

'lectro-Medical Instruments
and Batteries.

l EMMINC & TALBOT,

'a 14 FILBERT STREET, PHJLADELPHIA.

t eVare largely increased our manufacturing facilities,
test i now prepared to furnish the finest work, withto ortabinprovements, on reasonable termis.

to p1ee ble Galvanic, Faradic, and Caustic Batteries, with
tn a IPlYing apparatus, and Electrodes and Conduc-

a their varieties, constantly on hand.

et'as iade for the erection of permanent batteries in
, cOlleges, and )rivate cffices.

Af
UrPpiy of Electro-Medical Books always in store.

%414 t'ions by mail promptly attended to. Send for

JoSEPHI DAVIDS & CO.

CHEMISTS & DRUGGISTS,
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

DRUGs, CHEM1CALS, TRUSMES,

SURGICAL APPLIANCES, &c., &c.

PROPRIETOR OF DAVIDS' MOTH-PROOF LINEN

BAGS.

QUEEN'S OWN BOUQUET.

171 KING-STREET EAST, TORONTO.

Surgeof'S pocket Case for SaIe-cheap.
P s e s Pocket Case, entirely new, containing the following

A stu ents.silver Catheter, male and female combined, and
-a 'g Hntderv B yistoury, Probe Bistoury, Scalpel, Tenotomy

Ks tum lancet, HamUlton's Artery Forceps, Explormg Needle,
K gum DIe air of Scissors, 2 Silver Probes, 6 Nedles, Skeini

Addres M.D., " ,,NCz Office, Toronto.

àýhb_
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d br * er Sugar-Coated Pls are more soluble than Gelatine or Compressed Pills.-Prof Remif«tÉ0rend be/are A merican Pharmaceutial Association, Boston, r875.

WARNER & CO'S

PHOSPHORUS PILL$
P1HOSPHORUS its au important constituent of the animal econorny, particularly of the brain andtem, and is regarded as a valuable remedy for the following diseases:

LAPSE OF MEMORV, IMPOTENCY, SOFTENING OF TUE BRAIN, LO1 NERVE POWER, PHTHIISIS, PARALYSIS AND NEURALGIA.
The Pilular form has been deened the moat desi.rable for the adiinistration of Phosphotus i t is in a perfect g

15
subdivision, as it is incorporated with the material while in solutio, and is not extinguished by oxidatioU 4This method of preparing Phosphorus his been discovered and brought to PERFECTION hy us, and is thus prePnaiilR ýlementary state. free froma repulsive qualities, which have so long nilitated against the use of thIs Povaluable remedy. This is a matter requiring the notice of the physician, and undur all circumstances the 0tration of Phosphorus should be guarded with the greatest care, and a perfect preparation only used "iIts use in the above named complaints Is supported by no less authority than Prof. Delpech, Prof. oBerlin, Dr. Eames (in the Dublin Journal), Dr. Burgess and Dr. Hammond of New York. The specia ýè1indicated in these cases is-lst. Complete rest of mind, especially abstention from ail occupations reiegabupon which the mind bas been overworked ; 2nd. The encouragement of any new hobby or study Dot 0 *,painful, which the patient might select; 3rd Tranquility to the senses, which expressly give in these cao"4slrect impressions, putting only those objectas before them calculated to soothe the mind ; 4th. A verydiet, especially of shell-fish 5th. The internal administration of Phosphorue in Pilutar form, prepared byR. WARNER 4- C0.

W PILLS 8ENT BY MAIL ON REOEIPT OF LI8T OF PRICE8. .!9
Pil Phosphori, 1-100 gr. in each,
Pil Phosphori, 1-50 " " .d''i
Pil Phosphori, 1-25 '< "

PlI Phosphori Comp.
Phosphorus, 1-100 gr. Ext. Nuc. Vomicm, 1 gr.Pil Phosphori, et Nucis Vomico, .

Phosphorus, 1-50 gr. Ext. Nuc. Vomicîe, ¾ gr.Pil Phosphori, et Ferri et Nuc. Vom. 0Phosphorus, 1-100 gr, Ferri Carb. (Vallet) 1 gr. Ext. N ic. Vm'., gr.Pil Phosphori, et Ferri et Quinia g
Phosphorus, 1-100 gr. Ferri Carb. (Vallet) 1 gr. Quinia Sulph., 2 grPil Phosphori et Ferri et Nuc. Vom. et Quinse,
Phosphorus, 1-100 gr. Ferri Carb. (Vallet) 1 gr.
Ext, Nuc. Vom., 1-8 gr. Quinia Sulph., 1 gr.

Treatise on "PEOSPEORUS; Its claims as a therapeutio agent."
Furnished on application. Address,

WILJAM R. WARNER & 00., Manufacturing
No. 1228 Market Street, Philadelphia.

Warner & Co's Standard Preparations for sale by

ELLIOT & CO., Wholesale Druggists,

ToRO5X'
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HARVARD UNIVERSITY.
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT-BoSTON, MAS.

Ninety-Third Annual Annountceient 1

KLIOT, LL.D., President
S, M.D., Prof. of Clinical
CRSON, M.D., Prof. of P
)LMES, M.D., Professor o
[ELOW, M.D., Professor
;R, M.D., Professor of Me
UCKINGHAM, M.D., Pr
Cal Jurisprudence.
OT, M.D., Hersey Profes
Lice of Medicine.
rOLDS, M.D., Instructor
LLIAMS, M.D., Prof. of

9EVER, M.D., Prof. of C
TE, M.D., Professor of D
ES, M.D., Prof. of Materi

FACULTY OF IEDICNE : ITCH. M.D., Assis't. Prof. of Physiology,
.e HENRY P. BOPWORTER, M.D., Demonstrator of Anatomy,
Medicine, Dean. CHARLES B. rutri Srey
Lthol. Anatomy. i and Instrilotor in Surgery. oi

fa Anatomy. FREDERIn . KNIGHT, M.D., Instructor in Percussion.

of Surgery. AuEuDItation and L3ryngoscopY.

utal Diseases. j A OLLINS WARREN, M.D., Instructor ifn surgery.

fessor of ObstetriCs REGINALD H. FITz, M.D., Assistant Professor of Pathol-

gical Anatom CADSON, M.D., Instruotor in Clinical

sor of the Theory WILLIAM L. RICffAR
Obstetric-s

in Obstetrics. THOMAS DWIGHT, JR., M.D., Instructor in Histology.

Ophthalmology. EDWARD S. WOOD, M.D., A ssistant Professor of Chemistry.

linical Surgery. IIENRY H. A. BEACH, M.D., Assstant Deronstrator of

ermatology. Anatomy.

a Medica. WILLIAM B. HILLS, M.D., Instructor in Chemistry.

Other Instructors :

A Kwg E F. MARKOE, Instructor in Materia Medica.
RAER, M.D., Lecturer on 11gee

THE FOLLOWING GENTLEMEN GIVE SPEOIAL CLINICAL iNSTRUCTION

B. GREENOUGH, M.D., and EDWARD WIGGLESWORHI' JE., M.D., in Syphilis.
0 . GREEN, M.D., and CLARENCE J. BLAKE, M.D., in Otologyieas of Women.
8 T. CHADW ICK, M.D., and WILLIAM H. BAKER, M.D., inisses Dir
LES P. PUTNAM, M.D., and JOSEPH p. OLIVER, M.D., in Diseass of the Nervous System.

E G. WEBBER, M.D., and JAMES J. PUTNAM, M.D., in Disea by letus rea

'jeu~rcîa O as radill genblctures, recitatiolls,clinical teachifug
f y was radically changed in 1871.* Instruction is nO gyear begins September 28, 1876, and ends on

at wratical exercises, distributed throughout the academic year. is more than equivalent to the former

tin June, 1877; it is divided into two equal terms,either of The course of instruction hat been greatly
edSsion," as regards the amount and character of the instructionto maryth stude togsiy candisystem--

1y . so as to extend over three years, and has been so arranged as to of a ent progressivel and system-

arn toxn lb e thr cary he tu

lo .ro onle subject to another in a just and natural order. In the subjet of anatods o intrc ion.
ed fr, r ad îto, the usual~ rethods of instruction.

0s cal afntomy, laboratory work is largely substituted for or added tor of Medicine, held at the end of the threc

aof t customary hasty oral examination for the degree of Doc o medical instruction has been distributed

ý e od Of study, a series of examinations on all the main subjects a saitr ation in ever oneo

in. te Whole three years; and every candidate for the degree must paso
ipal departments of medical instruction during his period of study.

Os. p - DIVISION OF STUDIES.

o. t i"t Year-Anatomy, Physiology and General Chemistry. Anatomy, Clinical Medicine, Surgery and
al o Second Yar-Medical Chemistry, Materia Medica, Pathologica

h re Year p f Medicine, Clinical Medicine, Surgery anl

Ll geTrd Y -Therapeutics, Obstetrics, Theory and Practice o

auta are divided into three classes, according to their tine of study and proficiencY. Students who began their

sIoent ar tdie eisewhree ase ad cordig to their taim g btut who apply for admission to the

i r studis dy pursued by the class to which they seek

e r year's clans, must pass an examination in the branches airea

t tu examinations are held in the following order:-
,e end Of the first year-Anatomy, Physiology and general ChemistrYhoc Anatomy.

" secondyear-Medical Chemistry, Materia Medica, and PatholOgical n, nc M c ,
third year-Therapeutics, Obstetries, Theory and Practice Of Medicine, Clinical Medicine, and

Surgery.
nations are also held before the opening of the School, beginning September 27th. Students who do not intend

emelves for a degree will also be received at any for one term or more. Aso student may

q Ithout an examination, a certificate of his period of connection wit of age ; must have studied medicine threc

bars# e Ts FOR A DEGREE.-Every candidate must be twenty-one yeard the required examinations, and have

11ted ' ve spent at least one continuous year at this School, have pa hemistr;, aitionanae
ûIa thesis. autso eiie diinlfclte

OR GRADUATES.-For the purpose of affording to those already r l e , te Faclths

h ig clinical, laboratory and other studies, in such subjects as pedicall Cheisty, Pathologcal Anatomy,

ru e a course w hich com prises th e follow ing branches : --P hyailogy ' gi en, Doetr u er m, iatnolog S i l , Py sch

1 Auscultt Percussion and Laryngoscopy, Ophthalmology, Otology,

i1 icine, Electro-therapeutics, Gynecology and Obstetrics. the rivilege of attending any of the other

seg Of tanhes may be pursued, and on payment of the full fee also ter rghts a
6 te Medical School, the use of its laboratories and library, and ab otnter dgr accoried by the University

B ad . -Graduates of other Medical Schools who may desire to obtain the degree of M.D. at this University,

Egg itte to examination for this degree after a year's study in the G aduation, $30; for Graduates,

, t For Matriculation, $5; for the Year, $200 ; for sucne Term boes such fees as are specified in the Cata-

ye one year is $200, for one Term, $120 ; and for single cou
aeibaymnt in advance.

tr0eer of any one department of Harvard University have a right to attend lectures and racitatijous in any other
er fL Wthout paying additional fees.

rther information, or Catalogue, address

"d terSepembr, 877 anex& DR. R. Hl. FITZ, Sortay 108 Boylton, Street, Boton, Mas.
SI tinaton on etr.nel will be required. For particulars see Catalogue.
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SAVORY&y toIsonRE, 143eaw Bond Street, London, beg to call the attention of the Pro ogenera y, to so e of the later preparations brought out in England, the purity, and 111'strength of which can be guaranteed.

GENIUINEPANCREATIO EMULSION and PANCREATIN
The reputation of these preparations is now so thoroughly established, that they may be said to be theonly remedies of the description recognized and prescribed by the leading members of the MedicalProfession. No smail ortion of their oularity is to be ascribed to the fact, that they are palatableto the mot fastidious, eep good in al eimates, and are readily miscible in water, milk, &c. In allcases where Cod Liver Oi fai to afford relief, or cannot be retained by the stomach, PancreaticEmulsion and Pancreatine are the only remedie to supply its place, increasing weight, and ensuringstrength and appetite; whilst in many cases they prove a most valuable adjunct to the Oil, which theyassist in digesting.

PANCREATINE W INE. A most pleasant vehicle for administering Cod Liver Oil, withprescribed by itself will be found to be a powerful assistant to digestion, and as a remedy for this prpsOtioused in England. g and at
PANCREATISED COD LIVER OIL: A reliable combination of PancreatinO.e
PEPTODYN, the New Digestive De ai 'inds hfe ddee aN'cao1and OLEÂGINOUB, (being a combination o uactive principles of the digestive secretions, Peptic, Pancreatie, &c.) fFive grains of the Powder diges ts-100 grains of oagulated Albumen, 100 grains of Fat, 100 grainsBE OR AsSupplied to the Royal Families of England andBESTFOO FOR INF NT ýFeeingInfants on the best, i. e. the most nouri#hit:g5'»4:4.digested Food, bas recently occupied much of the attention of the Profession, and the fa msacy and danger on #Starck, in the form of Corn Flour and other high-sounding titles, haP been repeatedly pofated on. d eofThis Food resembles Mother's Milk more closely than any other kind, containing the highest amount ofin the most digestible and convenient form.DATURA T ATULA, for Asthma and Chronic Bronch'iRecommended hy the Profession as a remedy of great power and usefuineas in cases of short and difficult rt*spasmodic coughing, &c. Grown only by Savory and Moore, and prepared in al foimse for smoking and inhaltîoo' -Wholesale of Messrs LYMAN, CLARE & Co., and Retail of the Principal Druggists in thel 'oand America.

UNIVERSITY OF BUFFALO. John
Kedical Department. No. 309

(UNDER THE

SESSION OF 1876-77.

PRELIMINARY TERM opens October 4th.

REGULAR TERM opens November ist, and continuessixteen weeks.

Ample Supply of Dissecting Material.

CLINICAL LECTURES in Buffalo General Hospital,and in Buffalo Hospital of Sisters of Charity.

FEES : Matriculation, $5 ; General Ticket, for all Lec-tures for Regular and Preliminary Term, $ioo ; or,Perpetual Ticket, $5o, (good for two or more entire ses-sions) ; Graduation Fee, $25.

For circulars or further information, address

% 1invr. Il ROCHESTER, M

Reynders & G
(Late of Otto & Reynders,)
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>ot Si small quantities at a time, and no solid food of any
ingE ANA A LAMNCET. kind was to be talen. A mixture was prescribed

e ankie IIE CANADA -I-JLI. containing a few drops of turpentine, and a littlen tOn A MONTHLY JOURNAL OF salicin with mucilage, the whole dose being a small
ýd and teaspoonful. As much tenderness over the epigas-ime to MEDICAL AND SURGICAL SCIENCE. trium was now complained of, it was ordered to bem th painted with fluid extract of Belladonna.

ank_ e RONTOIOCT.X.sT,_876._ No._2. Ail the symptoms underwent a favorable change
d kl- -very little vomiting occurring, and what there

d and #_______#____ _ . was, only very slightly tinged with blood. The
dea GAS C LCER--WI NU epigastric pain greatly abated, and as time passedGi sPRC SSION ENTORE SUP- on the quantity of milk taken was gradually in-

ntERAL WEE F creased and began to be not only well borne, butid D' v W• B. EEKS.L much relished. Strict rest was continuously main-id D , ]Y %V B.GEIKIE, M.D., F.R C.S., EDIN. ; L.R.c.î'., LOND. ; tained onthe sofa b y da y n n b d by n g t nions PROF. OF MEDICINE AND CLIN. MEDICINE, on and in bed bynight,andagalus TRIN. COLL., TORONTO. notwithstanding the alarming hemorrhage at first,
etwee bss - , aged 22, a young lady of rather the case seemed highly promising.
1 deaô rObust appearance, although a member of a family The hemorrhage had blanched the patient much,
e inc lot at al vigorous in constitution, had been com- and notwithstanding the improvement in digestion,a bl Plaining for some time prior to October ist, 1875,1 and the subsidence of the more marked gastric
arbolia When I was called to see her for the first time. symptoms, she became somewhat puffy about theranul ofthihty to take much food-pain in the region face and limbs. Her urine was, however, passednd andô Of the stomach, with occasional sickness, and vom- pretty freely, and was of normal sp. gr. and notng after eating, were the symptoms complained albuminous. By attention to the action of the skin,t Suspecting mischief in the stomach I enjoined and by continuing to strefligthen the system, thethe greatest possible care as to diet, regulating the slight anasarcous condition passed away; but asaer quantity carefully, and directing the avoidance of it did, singularly enough the gastric symptoms be-
Black aything which would tend to keep up, or increase gan to reappear. A number of weeks had now> the existing irritation. I prescribed milk and lime passed, and as the patient's digestion had improved
pt, it water from time to time in small quantities, as a and her sufferings abated, she ventured of her own

intr uth, and a mixture, contaming salicin and bis- accord upon a very little of such food as was on
>und e •h Under this simple treatment, the symptoms the table from time to time, and Christmas time

of the thry soon presented a marked improvement. But being near, went so far, very foolishly, and quite
shed C tbe patient having unthinkingly, and without my unknown to me, as to eat a few nuts and raisins,most beng consulted, employed herself in some slight and a little plum pudding. I had very oftenhusework, became sick while so engaged, and cautioned her and her friends about the danger of
EAL ng vomited a large quantity of dark-coloured any indulgences whatever, but the excuse was'g 3 Oluid, fell on the floor in a state of syncope. that she was so much better, and that very littleocque On being summoned I saw at once that exces- had been taken of anything beyond what washsie hemorrhage from the stomach had occurred. allowed. But shortly after tasting the ChristmasA Ise real and most serious nature of the case, only luxuries, the gastric syiptoms returned, and be-strongly suspected hitherto, was now certain ; one came again painfully urgent. Sickness and vomit-

preeore ulcers of the stomach being undoubtedly ing once more occurred on taking even a veryre t Present. The quantity of blood vomited at this small quantity of the food which had been of late
en tinte was very large, not less than from 2 to 2 y agreeing so well with her, and the epigastric painI at again became very severe.ct once enjoined the most absolute rest, and This marked and rapid increase of gastric irrita-norected the most careful regiren. As a drink, bility most unmistakeably shewed that the repara-nothing but milk and lime water, and this in very tion, which appeared to have begun, had ceased,

th of Aug. the canadian Medical Aand that ulceration was again making perhaps rapid
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progress. Vomiting became troublesome now even this case, for the 3ake of which, shall I call it uni-

when nothing had been taken, and the swallowing que symptom, I have detailed it to the Association.

of a small teaspoonful or less, of any fluid however' Some might imagine that deception might have f

bland, at once gave rise to it. been practiced in this matter ; but this was fron

Under this now gloomy state of matters, I deter- first to last guarded against most scrupulously.-

mined, as in the cases given by Flint and others, Besides, there were no hysterical manifestations of

to confine my patient strictly to bed, and to sup- any kind in this case, and the patient and her

port the system for a time by rectal alimentation friends were all extremely solicitous to have the

exclusively. secretion reappear, and at once on the 9 th of

She took to bed on the 1 5th of January, and had March,when about i% ozs. of a whitish strong smel-

three injections given daily, occasionally four ; but ling fluid passed from the bladder, informed me

three were found to be as many as could be re- with great delight of the circumstance. I commu-

tained at all satisfactorily. These consisted of an nicated with Dr. Austin Flint, of New York, on

egg well beaten up and mixed with a little fresh the subject; his prompt and full reply stated that

sweet milk, in all about three ounces. More than he had never met with an instance of such pro-

this could not be retained, and some of this, smail longed suppressionwithout signs ofuraemic poison-

as the quantity was, drained away ; occasionally ing being present.

beef tea and mutton broth were tried instead of As to the condition of the stomach after the

the milk and egg, but the latter was better retained patient was kept in bed, I found the absolute rest

than any other. Within two or three days the from the taking of food, and the entire rest of the

pulse became very small although not frequent, body, very beneficial. The tenderness became

and the temperature of the body seemed to sink less and less. Then she began to crave the juice

somewhat, particularly at the extremities. The of a large Malaga grape occasionally, and also a

mind also gradually became dulled, and the pa_ little, and very little, fresh lemon juice-a few drops

tient wandered a good deal, complaining sometimes being sucked from the fresh cut surface of the

but little, but sometimes a great deal, of thirst. lemon. These were much relished, and appeared

To relieve the latter, a morsel of ice was occasion- to be not only grateful but very beneficial, and for

ally put upon the tongue. The epigastric tender- many days the patient swallowed nothing else. As

ness became excessive, and I had again recourse the vomited matter on her taking to bed was more

to the painting with the fluid extract of belladonna, or less copiously tinged with blood, I gave her in

and afterwards to a blister, with much advantage powder on the tongue a very little tannic acid with

to the symptom. a little salican and acacia every three hours with

The secretion of urine had continued natural, marked benefit. The tinging of the mùcus at once

although decreasing in quantity as time wore on, lessened, and soon passed away under its use.

and on February 7th, 23 days after she had been Digestive power shewed signs of returning after she

constantly in bed, I found on inquiry that there had been about three weeks in bed, and begnnng

was very little passed, and on the 8th still less, and with a teaspoonful or less, by the 16th of February

from this date there was complete suppression of she had become able to take by the mouth 6 ozs. of

this secretion up to 9th of March-or for thirty good milk daily, rendering unnecessary the contin-

des:. uance of the injections.

During the greater part of these thirty days the Nothing passed the bowels, beyond the draining

skin had an urinous smell-the characteristic ele- away of part of the injections, from the 15th of Jan-

ments of the secretion being evidently eliminated uary until the 19 th of April, when they once more

vicariously by this channel, and so thoroughly was began to act naturally. This is another note-

this the case, that beyond a pain in the head at worthy feature of this, to me, most interesting case.

times, and more or less mental dulness, the lat- After the 9th of March, when the urine first reap-

ter not noticeably greater than before the suppres- peared there was for some weeks only occasionallY

sion, no signs whatever of urSemic poisoning were a small quantity passed. For instance, froni

present at any time. This suppression of urine for the 8th of April to the 19 th there was none

so long a period is one of the special features of but on the 1 9th it began to flow for the first tine
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M AL-ASSIMILATION IN ITS RELATION

TO IDIOPATHIC ARTERITIS.

y H. P. YEOMANS, M.D., MOUNT FOREST.

Traumatic arteritis may arise from wounds or
'juries to arteries. Idiopathic arteritis, including
diffuse and chronic, in its several stages of atheroma
arid calcareous degeneration, is a primary affectior
arsing from some constitutional cause generated
within the system. 0f both these varities dry
gangrene is a symptom. In the acute it is th(
result of the formation of coagula in the arteria
canal, and in the chronic it is a consequent of thi
structural degeneration of the arterial coats. Thi

etermination of the primary causes of arteritis ha
n Some degree been prevented by the difficultie
r observing the relation of cause and effect in it

Production.

It is not mny object in this paper to offer a fu
Solution of these difficulties, or advance any ne,
theories, but briefly to direct your attention t
some of the processes of mal-nutrition operatin
as exciting causes. Arteritis, like other caco-plasti
diseases, depends either upon a disordered coi
dition, a disordered distribution, or upon tlh
accumulation of morbid products in the blood, an
an accurate knowledge of the extent to which theý
causes are operating, will be our safest guide
treatment and prognosis. In chronic arterit
the fibrinous deposits, atheroma, ulceration, ar
Ossification, are the result of mal-assimilation, as
m)Ost frequently occurs after the middle period

THE CANAI

With a somewhat natural frequency, having made
it three times on that day, and ever since then, this
fuiction has been fully re-established.

I Will not detain the Association with further
details of this case or its treatment. Suffice it to
Say, that with ups and downs, the ups happily pre-
dorninating, the patient has gone on improving.
She now suffers somewhat unless very careful-but

to walk out and to go from home a little,
is Under a careful regulation of her diet-only milk
and rolled biscuit being tolerated as yet, and a
gentle tonic of bitter with chalybeate. She is
steadily gaining in strength, and as the progress so

ir s marked and continuous, perfect restoration to
health is at least hoped for.

A LANCET.

life in shattered constitutions, in those affected

with scrofulous diathesis, in all of which the vital-

izing powers are low. The older authors attributed

it to venereal and mercurial poisoning; many recent

writers have corroborated this view. Causes which

operate in lessening the vitalizing powers of the

system, affect the assimilative processes. In this

way mal-nutrition is a primary cause of the deposi-

tion of morbid products. The various forms of

degeneration, namely, the fibrous, the granular,
the fatty and the calcareous, all present features of

deteroriation or degeneration in the scale of organ-

izing power. Degeneration is exhibited in inter-

stitial deposit. Fibrous degeneration principally

affects the muscular structures, causing density by

interstitial deposit. Granular deposit takes place

in certain organs, as for instance in the kidneys,

where it is observed as greyish-red, cheesy-like

granular matter. Morbid ossification is the deposi-

tion of solid phosphate of lime in cartilaginous,

fibrous, and fibro-cartilaginous tissue, and is also

an interstitial deposit. All these forms of degen-

eration, which depend on causes that Uwer the

vitalizing forces of the body, thus exhibit them-

selves as morbid products in the interstices of the

various tissues and organs. Inflammation accel-

erates degeneration ; mal-assimilation induces it.

Inflammation is therefore the exciting cause, mal-

assimilation the primary cause of all degeneration

l of tissue.
In diabetes we have an interesting example of

e the failure of the process of nutrition producing an
s accumulation of morbid products. In this disease,
s the process of nutrition evidently ceases with the
s conversion of the amylaceous constituents of the

food into sugar, which instead of undergoing still

Il further transformation into lactic acid, and thus

v supplying the C. & H. necessary for the formation

o of the elementary constituents of tissue, is retained

g in the blood in the form of diabetic or grape

c sugar, and in this form is excreted by the kidneys.

i This and similar morbid products of imperfect nu-

ie trition or assimilation, retained in the circulation,

id act as irritants. Thus lactic acid, generated in

;e excess and retained in the blood, acts as an

in excitingcause of endocarditis,acute rheumatismand

is arteritis. As an example of mal-assimilation, the

id earthy salts, which through decay of the vital forces,

it have failed to be assimilated, produce ossification

of of arteries. Although common in old persons, it
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is not restricted to them, having been observed in office of preventing regurgitation passivelyi.e.,with-
children of a scrofulous diathesis, in whom ossifica- out tension or movement. In this odematous
tion of the bones had not proceeded far. Hodgson stage if the valve be pricked with a needie a clear
mentions a case of an infant 15 months old, in lymphy fluid exudes, and by frequent prickings the
which the coats of the temporal artery were con- valve structure, emptied of its effusion, collapses,
verted into a complete tube of calcareous matter. and resumes a flaccid condition. At a later period
A remarkable fact in connection with arterial dis- the valves remained thickened but the red colour
ease, alluded to by Rokitansky, is interesting in and the odematous state were both reduced. Be-
t his connection, namely, that it confers an immunity neath the endocardial surface of the valve, there
from tubercle. In cases of tubercular disease of was a paleness as of coagulated eflused lymph.
the lungs, we have seen concretions of phosphate Dr. Richardson noted that these morbid appear-
of lime abundantly expectorated with the sputa. ances induced by the introduction of lactic acid
In these cases the phosphate of lime is the pro- into the systemic circulation, were firstly confined
duct of effete tubercle. It proves that tubercle to the rigktside of the heart, because, being absorb-
has existed, and that it is disappearing. It results ed by the veins it cores into contact with the
naturally where tubercle is cured by absorption. inner surface of the right side of the heart first.
The animal matters being absorbed, the earthy In the puimonic circuit it undergoes some loss, and
matters passing through the epithelium of bron- entering the left cavity is less active in its eifects,
chial tubes, thus escapes. In post mortem exami- in other words so far as the heart is concered the
nations, these cretaceous masses are frequently poison is derived from the systeric circuit and lost
found encysted in the lung. in the pulmonic. But in rheumatism the endocar-

Rheumatic affections furnish many illustrations ditis is located principally in the ieft cavities of the
of disease, from the accumulation of morbid pro- heart. To account for this Dr. Richardson sup-
ducts in the blood. Dr. Watson said, " rheumatism poses that the poison in rheumatic carditis is a
is a blood disease, that the circulating fluid carries product of respiration, and is contained in the
with it a poiso nous material which by virtue of some Srterial blood, hence it cores in contact first with
mutual or elective affinity falls upon fibrous tissues the muer surface of the left side of the heart.
in particular." There have been many theories Lactic acid therefore, as a product of mal-nutrition
aidvanced, concerning the nature of the irritating acts not ouly as the exciting cause of inflammation
and exciting cause of rheumatism. It was first sug- in endocarditis, but also in arteritis, since those
gested by Dr. Prout, and since verified by other who are corstitutionally predisposed to rheumatiC
observers, that ail the phenomena of rheumatismn affections are also subject to arteritis.
are referable to the generation of lactic acid in the The production of lactic acid in these affectione
blood. The well-known experiments of Dr. Rich- depends ou the same cause as that of sugar in dia
ardson, show the effect of lactic acid in inducing v betes, namely, mal-nutrition. A case recorded b>
symptoms of acute rheumatism and endocarditis. Dr. Foster, as having occurred in the Genera
In 16 experiments on animais, lactic acid largely Hospital, Birmingham, is an iuteresting evidence oi
diluted was iujected into the peritoneal cavity. If the eifect of lactic acid as a morbid product, and
the animais died, or were killed at a period when when administered as a therapeutic remedy in dis
the symptoms denoted commencing inflammation, ease. A man 31 years of age, who had neyer suifer
the endocardial membrane presented a brilliant ied fro rheumatism was admitted to the hospital tc

vermilion colour, it had a velvety or villous appear- be treated for diabetes. On admission he voide
ance, and beads of lymph or fibrine were abundaut i 8o ozs. of urine daily, containing gr. 49 of sugar, ad
In those killed at a later peraod, the auriculo-ven- j. He was ordered gtt. xv. doses of lactic acid
tricular valve was found thickened or odematous. 4 times a day. The next day the dose was increase
le says: "I have seen the segments oftthe tricuspid and in the evening he complained of acute pain
valves fixed in this swolle condition, resembling an in the joints, which rapidly increased. The lacti
injedted uvula, and lying close to each other, so that acid was omitted, folowed by cessation of the pains
vhen the heart was contractiug, they must have the occurrence of the rheumatic pains beifg re

cushioned against one another, thus ftiufiUinr their garded as a coincidence, the hactic acid was repeat
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ed, followed as before by intense pains in the joints
Which were also red and swollen, presenting allthe appearance of acute rheumatic arthritis. The
laCtic acid was again discontinued, and followed asbefore by marked remission of the rheumatic symp-
toms. After a few days lactic acid was repeated in
smnaller doses with the effect of producing a marked
improvement in the quality of the urine. After ashort interval the lactic acid was given in increased
doses, followed as before, by a return of rheumatic
symptoms, all the joints becoming red, swollen,Painful, and hot, together with a copious perspira.tion, of acid reaction. This treatment was persev-ered in for four months until he left, cured of dia-betes. The case is interesting, from the fact that
the increased doses of lactic acid were invariably
fOllowed by all the symptoms of acute rheumatism.
Lactic acid therefore, as a morbid product of mal-assimilation of amylaceous or saccharine compounds
when present in excess in the blood, acts as an
irnitant, and exhibits its presence by causing morbid
deposits in certain tissues, according to the laws of

tive aflinity, and thus we have rheumatic de-
pOsits and abnormal functions of corpuscles. Anirntant substance therefore, the product of mal-
assimilation, is capable of producing all the patho-
logical appearances observed as characteristic of
acute and chronic arteritis, such as ossification,
ulceration, atheroma, fibrinous deposits, and the
formation of coagula and coagulable lymph. One
of the mOst frequent results of acute rheumatism is
the tendency to thicken parts, and to cause oppos-
ing surfaces to adhere. The connective tissues,
surrounding the diseased articulation are often
found nOt only thickened but infiltrated with a
loose coagulable lymph. In chronic rheumatic
s , fibrinous matter is effused on the insideand outside of the synovial membrane, and grad-
ually becoming organized into fibroid tissue,
thickens its substance, and renders it firm and
gristly. As the disease advances the infiltrationand thickening of the neighbouring structures in.creases. They become filled with a gelatinous
lardaceous, white product in the midst of whichfibrous tissue, capsules, ligaments or aponeuroses
can no longer be recognized.

In the course of these transformations there is
noticed, first of ail, a change in the size and shapeof the corpuscles. They become larger, roundedor oviform, and contain, instead of 2 or 3, a mass

of nuclei in their interior. In the blood, in
inflammation also, the phenomenon of stasis is
noted as primarily exhibited in connection witl
abnormal functions of the corpuscles. Changes
then, in the cartilage and blood corpuscles, indicate
the existence in the blood of irritating and inflam-
matory causes. Bouillard, who has met with a
large number of fatal cases of endocarditis, noted
the coagulation of the blood during life and the
organization in the blood of new blood vessels.
He found in endocarditis, numerous examples of
coagula, adherent to the parieties of the cavity.
Sir B. Brodie says, " Laviard, a celebrated French
surgeon of the 18th century, found adherent coag-
ula in the femoral artery, while performing amputa-
tion of the thigh in a case of acute arteritis." The
same pathological appearances of acute arteritis
were present in a case in which I amputated im-
mediately below the origin of the profunda femoris,

(and many can, no doubt, attest the correctness of
these observations by their own experience).
Bouillard says he found in cases of endocarditis,
coagula, colorless, elastic and glutinous, closely
resembling the buffy coat of inflammatioi.. Glugé
gives an interesting case, with the. minute anatoniy

of a clot in a female, æt. 52. He says, " The left

auricle was filled with a clot, surrounded by deli-

cate membrane in the interior of which I distinctly

traced capillary vessels forming a retiform plexus.

Similar instances may also be found in the records

of the pathological society, and in Dr. Hodgkins'
catalogue of Guy's Hospital, London. The cases

in which organized clots, or fibrinous coagula have

been found by English observers, were connected
with a cachectic condition analagous to what

Rokitansky terms " the fibrinous crasis." In en-

docarditis the surface of the clot has been found
more or less intimately connected with the endo-

cardium, while the interior may in its turn be

undergoing further changes, of an inflammatory or

degenerative character. The fibrine has been seen

in a granular condition breaking up, while the

microscope exhibited exudation or inflammation
corpuscles and fibro-plastic cells. Tuberculous con-

cretions have also been found in the substance of

these clots. However they gain that position, it

must be before death.

All the phenomena lately observed and noted in

connection with the formation of clots in peripheral

veins, and of arterial emboli as the result of septi.
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cæmia would be interesting subjects of revision in
this relation did time permit. When we take into
consideration the insidious approach of this disease,
its marked character in the earlier stages, resembling
in its symptoms rheumatism, the most excrutiating
pain always attending it especially in acute cases,
the anxiety of the patient and friends, the urgent
demands for relief, and finally the sure and certain
serious results that follow, namely, death of the
atrophied extremeties and probàbly loss of life
after intense suffering, during which life itself is a
load to the patient and friends, who anxiously look
forward to release in death, the study of the
pathological causes of arteritis must be admitted of
vast importance and interest to the practical phy-
sician, for, only by intelligently tracing out the
fundamental principles of the causes of disease,
can we expect to render valuable services to those
who entrust their lives to our care.

PERINEAL SECTION FOR RETENTION

OF URINE.

BY A. MCKAY, M.B., L.R.C.P. EDIN. &C. INGERSOLLONT.

In July last I was called to Mr. J. S., aged 26.
Found the bladder greatly distended and the pati-
ent suffering acute pain from retention of urine.
lie contracted gonorrhœa five years ago, and ever
since has had some difficulty in voiding urine, but
neglected having anything done to give relief.

In trying to pass a catheter I found an unyield-
ing cartilaginous stricture at the meatus, which
would only admit a No. 7, and about 2yý' in. from
the orifice, another slight obstruction, but on
reaching the membranous portion of the urethra
the smallest size could not be passed. I ordered
a hip bath and hot fomemtations to be kept con-
stantly applied to the perineum, and chloroform was
administered with a view to counteract any spas-
modic action ; after waiting a sufficient length of
time for the anesthetic to take effect, and after re-
peated attempts and failures to introduce an in-
strument, I thought it necessary to relieve the

in position; an incision was then made, about ai'
inch and a quarter in length, extending to near the
margin of the anus. The point of the sound was
first cut down upon, and the incision carried cautv
ously backwards in the median line, until the stric-
ture was divided, the catheter was then, after sorme
difficulty passed into the bladder, and retained il'

position by strips of cotton fastened to a band
around the body and thighs in the usual manner.
There was slight dribbling through the perineal in-
cision for 4 or 5 days.

The catheter was removed on the 14th day, and
then introduced every morning for a fortnight,
afterwards at intervals of 3 or 4 days until a No. 10
could be introduced with little trouble. The re-
covery was complete without an unpleasant symp-
tom.

PUERPERAL MANIA.

BY J. H. GARNER, M.D,, EDIN., LUCKNOW, ONT.

Puerperal mania is a kind of insanity that some-
times precedes parturition but generally follows it.
It is a fortunate thing that it is comparatively a rare
disease, as it is often very intractable. Some fe-
males have an attack after every confinement ; but
the disease can scarcely be considered hereditary.
The premonitary symptoms are not marked by any
regularity. After parturition the patient may sud-
denly commence to rave either at the end of a feW
hours or after a period of ten days, or a fortnight,
and the following symptoms are gradually de-
veloped : General restlessness accompanied with
twitchings in the arms and shoulders, an occasional
tremor of the head. The eyes have a wild expres-
sion, and are sometimes bloodshot. The mind
wanders strangely, and those that the patient loved
tenderly in health are now most abhorred,-she
will often threaten suicide, or attempt to destroy
her child. Sometimes she has to be forcibly res-
trained from violent acts. The bowels are very
sluggish ; the pulse is not in general very rapid i
often it is slow and weak. The appetite is gener-
ally poor, and sometimes the patient refuses tO

n
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bladder in some other way. 1 touch food. In some instances there seems a cra
Assisted by Drs. Scott and Kearns, the patient ving for unnatural substances ; the appetite is neveL

was again brought under the influence of chloro- ravenous. The patient sleeps irregularly, and it
fornlk placed in the usual lithotomy position and may be at long intervals, starting up suddenly at

the operation proceeded with. A No. 7 catheter all hours of the night, and often stealing away fronl
vas passed down to the stricture, and held firmly the sleepy and exhausted attendant, perhaps in the
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night clothes alone, or comyletely nude. If inter- believed by many that the animal propensities are
cepted she generally uses threats, and foul lan- located in the cerebellum, and this being so, the
guage, curses those around, and is most obscene. filthy language might be accounted for by the ex-
[n fact, extrene obscenity is a well-marked phase cited state of that organ. Again, the stomach,
ir the disease, and I have known ladies of the liver, and whole alimentary canal must be affected,
mnost modest character, who would revolt at an if the vagus is compromised at, or near its origin.
rnPropriety, use truly disgusting language. There If more frequent opportunities of examining these

rnay be great difficulty in keeping her clad, or she cases port mortem were permitted, a great boon
rnay be always trying to 'dabble in filth. There would be gained both by the profession and the
May be difficulty in passing urine, or it may be public. It is much to be deplored that this innate
Partially suppressed. I think it may be laid down abhorrence of thefoit mortem is so general. I shall
as a rule that the secretions of the whole system now give the mode of treatment I have long follow
are Partially suppressed. It will be found some- ed in puerperal mania, and I can point to many
ties that the vagina is dryer than natural, and the cases that have become permanently well.
tol3gue is also not unfrequently dry and red. In ist. If the patient is very unruly I use no cere-
m1 y Own Practice I have not observed that there is mony in making her know she " must " do as she
any suppression of the lochia, and sometimes I is told, Impress upon the husband and friends
found considerably too much. The causes of puer- the necessity of this and obtain their assistance
peral mania are obscure. The late Sir Jas. Simp- and co-operation. Argument is generally useless
son was not by any means decided on this point. or worse, for there is cunning enough left and if the
In the case of Lady Mordaunt he gave no decided patient sees you are afraid of her, she becomes un-

.mlnion when asked in court. Sir William Gull manageable. Always secure control of her and
said it was of a nervous character altogether and half the cure is accomplished ; without it you are
rested in the sensorium. I cannot understand powerless. Tie the hands if requisite so as not to
from what data he draws this conclusion, as the hurt, and make her know you are master of thc

sy'ptoIs are clearly marked and point to a posi- situation and don't temporize.
tive Cause. His theory is in rny humble opinion 2nd. Apply a seton to the nape of the neck,
untenable, because as far as I know, it will be and leave it in for some weeks to keep up a con-
generally conceded that no nervous disease, when tinued counter-irritation ; this will be found far
there is not local organic action of a more or less superior to blisters.
inasmlatory nature, or an external injury, pro- 3 rd. By all means keep the bowels well relieved

duces such a series of positive symptoms. To the and for this purpose from one to 3 or 4 drops of
causes of this disease I have paid some little atten- croton oil in pills, or from a quarter to a grain of
tion, which I beg to lay before the profession. I extract of elaterium, will often be found of great

consider puerperal mania to be produced by a value. Frequently an enema of 3 or 4 ounces of
greater or less degree of congestion of the cerebel- castor oil in gruel is of great use in soliciting the
lurn, accompanied with a low inflammatory action 1 bowels. If there is distension from flatus a tea-
Of that Organ. This of course will affect the rea- spoonful of turpentine may be given. The fœtid
soning POwers of the cerebrum through sympathy, or ammoniated tincture of valerian is also benefi-
and it will be apparent that the greater portion of cial. A passage once obtained the bowels should
the symptoms will be accounted for. I well re- be kept open, but much purging is to be avoided
nember the case of a Mrs. Armstrong, in this as it produces weakness.
locaity, who was labouring under this disease, and 4 th. If narcotics are used at all a grain of mor-
who ran away from a nurse and committed suicide phine in six pills may be given, one every hour. In
by drowning herself. The autopsy showed the general the less opiates the better.
cerebellum much congested, there was about half 5th. Another remedy I have used with benefi-
an once of serous fluid between the hemispheres, cial results is bromide of potassium in 15 to 2o
and the pons varolii was turgid. On cutting into grain doses, thrice a day in any convenient men-
the cerebrum it was natural. The pneumogastric struum. Both opium and chloral hydrate have almosi
nerve seemied rather swollen within the skull. It is invariably failed to relieve, and on many occasionsi
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seemed to nullify former treatment by producing a
suddden relapse.

6th. Let the patient have as much light easily
digested nourishment as possible, and a glass of
native wine every 2 or four hours. It will some-
times be found difficult to induce her to eat.
Change of scene is often very useful when practi-
cable, towards convalescence, but till recovery is
considerably advanced it is not safe, as it might
produce too much excitement. The return of the
menses in some cases is a marked help, and in
others gives little assistance.

SYPHILITIC ECZEMA.

BY CHARLES BLACK, B.A., M.D., MOUNT FOREST, ONT.

The treatment of the syphilodermata seldom
presents many points of interest or novelty. The
following case is no exception to this, except in the
tolerance of large doses of potassium iodide and
the marked effect of the mercuric chloride in com-
pleting the cure :

About three years ago, W. E., et. 42, applied to
me for advice for an eczematous eruption affecting
tie right leg. He gave the following history:-
Tcn years previous, when a soldier in England, he
" caught the bad disorder," and was treated by the
regimental surgeon. Some three years afterwards
sores broke out on the face and legs, for which he
was salivated. These reappeared at several inter-
vals afterwards, affecting principally the right leg.
He had not been free from the eruption for the
last five years, with the exception of two short in-
tervals, when he had " got it dried up with mer-
cury." Upon examination, the following were
noted: temperament lymphatic ; assimilative func-
tions evidently impaired ; cachectic ; bowels gen-
erally constipated ; urine high colored; on the
right leg, extending from the knee to the ankle,was
an eczematous eruption, which, from his past his-
ory and general appearance, I diagnosed as syphi-

titic. Remembering the advice of Ricord, that it
is in vain to expect satisfactory results in the treat-
ment of syphilitic affections unless the patient is
willing to submit patiently to a long course of
medication, I told him that I could not benefit him
muclh unless he was willing to submit to a course
of treatment extending over nine months. As lie
had had experience of the rapid cure, he consented.

To correct the depraved condition of the systen
I prescribed pil. hydrarg. with pil. rhei co. three
times a week, together with the following

R-Acid nitro-mur., dii., gtt. xxx.
Infus. columbæc, gj.-Ter in die.

At the end of two weeks his general condition was
much improved. The eruption had lost its dry,
scabbed appearance, and was beginning to suppu-
rate in several points. Substituted for the acid
draught the following

R-Syr. ferri iodidi, gtt. xxx.
Infus. quassiæ, 3ss.-Ter in die'

To discontinue pills.
Two weeks afterwards-April 2oth-leg suppU-

rating profusely, fetor bad. Prescribed pot. iodide,
grs. x, with fluid extract of taraxacum three times a
day.

May 6th.-Not much improved; leg still dis-
charging; fetor so bad that he is obliged to sleep
in a separate room. Pot. iodide increased to 20

grs. three times a day.
2oth.-General health good ; leg covered with

suppurating vesicles. Potash continued, to alter-
nate with nitro-muriatic acid draught.

June ioth.-Some improvement ; leg healing in
parts ; iodide of potassium increased to 20 grs. four
times a day, with io grs. of lactopeptine at meals.

July 7th.-Marked improvement ; the upper and
lower thirds have almost healed, the skin looking
clear and healthy. The middle third, however,
presented a large, unhealthy, ulcerated sur-
face. Notwithstanding he continued taking the
iodide in large doses, this condition remained un-
changed up to August 28th. lodide increased tO
25 grs. every four hours with fluid extract of taraxa-
cum, 3ij. in a glass ot peppermint water.

September 8th.-No improvement; no distur-
bance from the large doses of the salt. Iodide
continued till September, 25th. No change, ulcer-
ated surface indolent, discharges unhealthy, but
less fetid. Resolved to discontinue the iodide and
give the following:-

R. Hydrarg: Bichlor, gr. iv. Ext. Taraxaci
fld. 3i, Infus gentiniæ ad 3viii. F. M.
Sig. Coch. Mag. ter in die.

Oct. 4.-Leg much improved, discharge healthy,
and healing process going on rapidly. Medicine,
continued, to alternate with nitro-muriatic acid,
draught and pills at night, as he complained of con-
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stipation due evidently to defective digestion. to secure the
iFromu this time to November 20, he rapidly im- of vaccine lynproved, when the leg was entirely cured, being arms, or at le

Perfectly healthy in appearance. A year and a found that a
half afterwards there was no sign of re-appearance. after it had o

therefore regard the treatment as successful. that side ; bu

Shcan lay no claim to originality in the treatment sometimes talbf tis case, as it is that followed and insisted upon to this, or rat]
by Ricord: It is, however, of interest in the fol- ment by noti

IoWing Particulars, viz.,-the long course of treat- who were affli
mIent; the large amount of iodide of potassium on one side,
taken without producing any functional distur- vaccinated on

ance ; that there was a stage in the disease when from pustule
e odide failed to produce its therapeutic effects, conclusively tand that then mercury exerted successfully its in having a th

specific action. That the earlier exhibition of mer- several parts
cury would not have eliminated the syphilitic virus sides than the
froIn the sYstern, I am positive. Of this, its failure during life.
on Previous occasions, is proof. To what extent body may pre
the lodide treatment has effected this, it is of course the other is co
dificult to determine, but, judging from results, its every medica
action has been satisfactory. This case shows, too, person may h
ti unPortance of repairing the broken down con- only, with

ttution prior to beginning a course of specific disease assum

mr atment. fI every case this is an essential ele- &c., which,
Iasent of success, as it is impossible, where the taking the dis

dy iilative functions are impaired, for any reme- on the other!
however potent, to successfully exert its full If we wish

therapeutic effects. the usual cou
nay add that throughout the case, stimulants confined to o

t the exception of ale, were interdicted. An- quently found
tiseptic and stimulating lotions were used as I do not wish
adjuvants, With, however, very little benefit. mentioned di
Cleaniness, with cold water dressings seemed to show that a p
e the best. exhibit itself

other is comrp
Offt Ø#dtftdesirability o

Y

VACCINATION.

To the Editor of the CANADA LAaNCT Leamingto

C -The excellent articles published in the
Caada Lancet on the best mode of using vaccine CUR'lYmph and how to secure the best protection against Tcvarioloid, has prompted me to give you a little ofmy experience on that most important subject. At SIR.-The
one period my whole time and attention were given which shouldfor several amonths, to the treatment of small-pox, medical provarioloid and vaccination, duing which by ex- ounce of preNperirnenting I became convinced that in order but unfortun

best prophylactic effect from the use
mph it is necessary to use it on both
ast on both sides of the person. I
fter vaccinating one arm repeatedly
ice taken well, it would not act on
t on applying it to the other, it would
ke nicely. My attention was drawn
her I was induced to try the experi-
cing that four or five of my patients
icted with varioloid had vesicles only
and on enquiry I found that they were
the side that was comparatively free

s. Subsequent experiments proved
o my mind that there is more security
orough vaccination by applying it to
of the body, and especially to both
re is in re-vaccinating at stated times
[t is very evident that one half of the
sent the symptoms of disease, while
mparatively free from it. For instance
l man of experience knows that a
ave cynanche parotidea on one side
al the different phases that the

es, metastasis to the mamma, .esticle,
however, does not exempt him from
ease (if exposed to it at another time)
side.
further illustration we can find it in
rse of herpes zoster, which is usually
ne half of the body, and ague is fre-
to effect one side of the person only.
to convey the idea that the two last

seases are contagious, but simply to
oison whether infectious or not, may
on one half of the body while the
aratively frce from it. Hence the
vaccinating both sides of the body.

ours, truly,
CHAS. CHAMBERLAIN, M.D.

n, Sept. 12, 1876.

TAILMENT OF DISEASE.

the Editor of the CANADA LANCET.

cause and cure of disease are subjects
interest the public as well as the

ession. It is a true saying that an
ention is better than a pound of cure,
ately men suffering from disease are
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generally more anxious for the disappearance of
symptoms than careful for the removal of their
cause. Fevers are propagated and perpetuated
by defective drainage, &c., while the plague will
hide itself for half a century in a bale of rags.
Cleanse and drain the premises, burn the rags, and
the disease disappears. It is a comfort to think that
these matters of hygiene now receive more atten-
tion than formerly. But there is another cause of
disease-the subec&tive; we mean the weakness of
the body and its consequent liability to sickness.
Many of the diseases which afflict the human race
are caused by exposure, and poor nourishment,
which, sapping the vital forces, leave men an easy
prey to disease and death. Of course, we can
never expect to find an elixir of life which will en-
able our frames to defy death, but much might
be done to improve health and prolong life. The
ancient Britons, we are told, only began to grow
old at a hundred and twenty, while we get into our
dotage some forty years earlier. If we lived as
naturally as they did, we might in the course of
generations, attain a nuch greater age than the
present average. Now it is the duty of all men to
do what they can for the physical advancement of
their generation, but is it any less their duty to care
for the welfare of generations yet unborn ? One
most important step towards the physical improve-
ment of the race, would be the exercise of greater
care in marriage. People with diseased heart or
weak lungs will persist in marrying, and the con-
sequence is-a weak offspring. Probably the seeds
of half our diseases are transmitted from parent to
child. And so it goes on in endless succession.
Can nothing be done to stop this evil ? Severe ills
sometimes require severe remedies. The Romans
destroyed at birth, infants who were weak or de-
formed. We do not advise that course to modern
society, but we would suggest some check to pro-
miscuous marriages which result in puny children.
The Government indeed issues marriage licenses,
&c., requires security from responsible persons that
there is no legal obstacle to the contracting parties
being joined together. But what does it all amount
to ? The treasury receives a few dollars, the issuer
pockets his fee, and that is the end of the matter.
It virtually means that a man has eight dollars to
spate and does not care to have his banns called
in church. This state of things ought to be im-
proved, and perhaps the following suggestions may

not be out of place. Let the license be made
compulsory, and let it be issued by a medical mfl
whose duty it shall be to examine the applicant as
an army surgeon does a recruit, and to reject hilli
if any serious defect be present, such as unsound
lungs, venereal disease, &c., and let such applicant
be rigidly debarred from marriage. Doubtless
regulations of this nature would cause many hard-
ships and much disappointment, but in the course
of a few generations, our descendants, reaping the?
benefits of ourself-denial in strong constitutions, and'
vigorous health, would look back to us and call our
memories blessed.

We have written the above after some conversa-
tion with a medical friend, and we hope that it
may suggest food for thought which may result ii
action.

Montreal, August 31, 18

PRO BONO PUBLICo.
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THE RELATION OF LOCOMOTOR TO
GENERAL PARALYSIS OF THE

INSANE.

BY ALLAN MCLANE HAMILTON, M.D.

ti

fi

I desire to invite attention to the subject Of
sclerosis of the posterior columns of the cord, aid'e
its coexistence more particularly with that form 0 a
insanity known as general paralysis of the insane.
Not only do these two conditions occur togethe 1
more frequently than they are generally suppose
to, but the former very often presents the most
varied mental expressions, passing from simple ir f
ritability to marked dementia.

Leidesdorf has related one case in which general
paralysis was preceded by spinal symptoms, and r
Maudsley speaks of other cases. Calmiel says f
that in many cases the changes proceed from the
cord upwards, and Baillarger endorses the views 0f
the last mentioned authority. From a considera
tion of the fact that sclerosis is nearly always pro
gressive, and that locomotor ataxia is in mal1 t
instances ascending, it is very probable that eithe.
an extension upwards of the morbid process, 111
such a way as not to involve the roots of the inter,
costal nerves, or, on the other hand, a simultaneotO
and general appearance of disseminated sclerosi5
in the cerebrum and cord, will very probably b t
attended by mental disturbance. In most of the
autopsies that have been made, decided change
have been witnessed in the layers of the corteX'
we may therefore assume that a lesion in the graf
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corticalaade perv matter may be attended by intellectual motor ataxia. In the brain the primary alteration
pnbtersion. Charcot has proved very conclusively, of function, however slight, may be connected withcby the classical case of Mlle. V., that disseminated decided interference with the intellectual processes,

[t as scerosis can exhibit all the symptoms of general and sometimes when these patients die before the
hiffi Paraysis of the insane ; that intellectual trouble, disease has extended, it will be exceedingly diffi-

>und enti eiluding the delusions of wealth, or as Val- cult to detect any alterations, either gross or mi-
.cat eur e calls them, the delire des grandeurs, may oc- croscopical, while in the cord, if ataxic symptoms

tless in patients of this class. have developed themselves in nine-tenths of the
tl.r e We find also that in these people there is often a cases there will be seen unmistakable traces of

rard oea deai of emotional disturbance. Every one induration.
jurse î v has seen much of locomotor ataxia will recog- Notwithstanding so many observers consider

the bilit the melancholic attacks, or the great excita- the lessions in general paralysis to be those of
and seley' . have a patient in whom the spinal sclerosis, Calmiel, Poincaire, and Bonnet thought

the Osis has ascended so high as to greatly affect they were more often softening, and fatty degenera-Oi the t origin of the intercostal nerves ; and in lier tion; in fact, others take equally opposite views,
trasitory attacks of mania are not at all uncommon. but the great majority hold to the other doctrine.

ersa- her becomès violent, hurls abuse at those around With the anatomico-pathological facts in mind, it
at ie at ,and talks only in French; ber chosen language is strange that the two conditions are not more fre-
it i ordinary times being the English. Charcot quently seen together. In my own limited experi-

relates that Mlle. V, was subject to true attacks of ence I have seen several cases which presented an
'YPonania, and had hallucinations of hearing and extension of the symptoms.

o. insion. She had delusions that those about her Obersteiner, in an excellent paper on Locomo-
she refed her death by poison. For twenty days tor Ataxia and Mental Disease, considers that
u h used food, and it was found necessary to mental symptoms are found n the greater propor-

Xete feeding tube. tion of cases of this disease, and calls attention to
to eîth these things in mind, it is very reasonable the fact that these expressions of psychical trouble
sConclude that general paralysis is but the expres- may be very slight, but still an acute observer will

0 leso disordered function produced by the same know that there is a departure from the normal in-
ot n that causes decided nervic trouble and loco- tellectual condition. The patient's character is

The fr ersion, when it is seated in the cord. often changed very markedly. I have been often

fe orm of morbid alteration of the brain and its astonished at the apathy of the individual, or, on
for , think, has very little to do with the the other hand, the irritability of temper, the vio-

o of any particular variety of insanity ; that lence of anger, the petulance, which are more
IS a matter of location rather than of alteration. transitory evidences-they are as important symp-

ct any Of the lists of morbid appearances we will toms, I think, as neuralgic pains, difficulty of co-
ai d ail fors of altered structure,--meninges, gray ordination, etc. These changes were very well

m o and white substance,-are involved, and we do displayed in a patient of my own ; in health, a
san idet fnd any two forms of insanity which present most amiable, high-mmded army officer ; m disease
ethe ic cal apearances. if YOU wiill consult Fox, a morbid, bad-tempered, whnng wreck. He had

hosea his the most complete work I know of, you been noted for his gallantry on the field during
most ir see that there is a great deal of confusion and the war ; but after this disease had become once
le ir- fro larity of information that may be obtained established, his character seemed to undergo a

fror the examination of the insane brain. complete transformation. He wrangled with every
nera of terhaps the morbid anatomy of general paralysis one, became irritable over petty things, and made

and the insane is more clearly settled than all the himself generally disagreeable.
says feut. Delaye, Foville, and Pinel (Grand Champs) Obersteiner and Simori both agree that these
the ond induration of the cerebral substance ; Fox patients should be examined most carefully, and

ws f Presents a plate illustrating the miliary sclerosis of that the prognosis depends much upon the facts
dera genera paralytics, and I myself have seen the same relative to mental alterations. The latter says :
pr« challes on isolated spots, varying in size from a "It is not enough that the patient keeps himself

mal. tion. sPeck to the larger spots of colloid degener- quiet, and answers the questions relative to his
nthe pan. That these appearances are the result of age, how lie feels, etc., and does not show marked

s, Fil oxrisrochæmic trouble there is not much doubt. delusions" these are not enough to assure us that
inter' the is of the opinion that a prolonged spasm of his intellect is intact.teo e vessels and subsequent condition of degenera- In regard to the grave secondary mental changes,
rostI cion are the precursors of actual increase of the Tigges considers general paralysis to be a compli-

y b teacive tissue. In the cord, clinical experience cation, while Oberstener is convnced the symp-
f peches us that conditions of altered vascularity toms of this latter disease indicate a progressiom
,ngeO cederosis in every instance, and that mark- of the scelerosis upwards. He considers the
rte d fuctional changes are the forerunners of loco- leisons to be identical, and that it is only the seat
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of the change which has anything to do with the
form of symptom expressed. He has also found
in general paralytics who have died, a sclerosis of
the cords.

The commencement of paralysis of the insane is
not regular. We may either have the mental
symptoms preceding the paralytic, or vice versa, or
they may both show themselves simultaneously
after a form of apoplectic attack.

M. Rey, whom I have alluded to, has observed
nine cases of insanity associated with locomotor
ataxia. In three of these the spinal sclerosis pre-
ceded the cerebral trouble, and in one the indura-
tion had extended from the posterior to the lateral
columns. He found that the diagnostic difference
between locomotor ataxia combined with cerebral
induration and simple descending general paralysis
of the insane, was the walk. In the former the
patient could not stand with his eyes shut, and in
the latter there was no difficulty of the kind. We
may also take for granted that the walk of the
ataxic is an early symptom, and that of the general
paralytic a late one. Both are examples of defec-
tive co-ordination, and I think the latter is very
unwisely called paralytic, 1 have found in these
patients (the general paralytics) festination, which
Sanford considers to be confned to paralysis
agitans, and is an evidence more of sclerosis than
anything else.

The difficulty of turning around is marked in
ataxia, and I think is not a prominent symptom in
general paralysis.

Though Sankey has presented us with a table
showing the points of difference of the two dis-
eases, I think it wise to give one that is more
extended. Some of these symptoms will be found
to very closely resemble each other, and I am as-
sured will show how possible it is for the two
diseases to run into each other.

GENERAL PARALYSIS. LOCOMOTOR ATAXIA.

Initial Mental Symptoms.

Slight irritability of
temper. Extravagance
(the patient purchases
unnecessary articles, or
spends money without
reference to his means).

Erotic and libidinous
ideas and indulgences.

No mental trouble, ex-
cept perhaps irritability.

Pupils unequal.

Patient unable to pro-
perly pronounce his
words; his speech is
thick and very slow,
(Ronquin) ; stammering
(Griesinger).

Patient begins to lose
power in both upper and
lowerextremities;hedoes
not raise his feet ; walk
somewhat straggling; feet
planted rather widely
apart. Patient inclined
to walk a great deal.

Patient can stand with
eyes closed.

Difficulty of coordina-
tion of upper extremities
generally primary.

Patient cannot perform
delicate muscular acts
particularly writing. He
leaves off the ends of
words or omits the word
altogether-(early stages)

Patient boastful, irrita-
ble ; has delusion of great
wealth ; violent; will not
bear contradiction.

Occasionallylocal para-
alysislgenerally on one side

Tremors in limbs.

General loss of electro-
muscular contractility in
late stages (Bucknil).

Very slight muscular
atrophy (Marcê, Brierre
de Boismont.)

At first diminished sex- Diminution of
ual power, afterwards an excitability.
increase.

Initial Material Synptoms.

Slight impairment of
muscles about mouth, and
tremgr of tongue, (when
protruded it is agitated
by vermicular tremors).

No affection of tongue
nor of any muscles of
face, except those sup-
plied by third nerve.

reflex

The progress of the
disease in general is from
above downward (Cal-
miel).

Disturbances of sen-
sation are sometimes pri-
mary. There is some-
times hyperæsthesia.

Pupils generally con-
tracted, sometimes dilat-
ed after an attack of pain.

Strabismus a frequent
symptom.

No disturbance of
speech.

Gait jerky ; patient
comes down on heels,
feet thrown out with force.
Patient unable to walk in
dark.

Patient cannot stand
with eyes closed.

Difficulty of coordina-
tion of muscles of upper
extremities always secon-
dary.

Patient cannot perforni
delicate acts with muscles
of upper extremeties-
(late stages).

Patient m a y have
moral perversion ; in last
stages there maybe mania.
Attacks of melancholia
not uncommon with the
progress of the disease.

Never paralysis.

Tremors only occasion-
ai.

Exaggerated electro-
muscular contractility in
the beginning loss later
on.

Very slight atrophy of
muscles of lower extreir
ities, more from disuse
than anything else.

Diminution of refleX
excitabiliity; loss of mus-
cular sense.

Progress from below
upward.

Disturbances of sen-
sation are always primary
generally cutaneous anfs-
thesia at same time.

L
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Generally runs its 0f much longer dura-course in a few years. tion.
There may be periods Disease progressive.of remission.
No markçed involve- Generally obstinateMent or bladder or rec- constipation; sometimes

tun till the end. paralysis nf htih snhinc-

dJsually terminates indemnentia.

During the progress ofthe disease there may beParalysis ofvarious cranialnerves.

ters.
No mental decay as a

rule. Patient dies of
phthisis.

Not uncommonly the
fifth, sixth, third and optic
nerves may be affected.

drom an inspection of this table, it will be evi-dent that there is a close similarity between the
Symlptons of the two diseases, which I think maybe explained by the difference of location. In both
ac tive coordination is marked. In both reflexlina- action is lost. In both there may be tremor. In

pper one the disease is an evidence of lesions in the
on- tex, in the other in the white or grey matter of

ad Crd. Both may be seen in the same individual,and after death the lesions are the same. The

scies diffen s ymptoms may be identical, although always
s-es diffiult in the period of appearance. Ocular

Culti es eay be present in either, as may diffi-
ally fs in speech. Both are progressive and gener-
to thea. * * * In conclusion, I must refer

have note fact that sclerosis in either of its forms is
ast nerv unrarely preceded or associated with otheriast cervous diseases. Molliére calls attention to Char-

olia. mot ax iscovery that hysteria often preceded loco-
eepsyo ataxia. Magnani has detailed cases of epil-

the ty connected with locomotor ataxia, and as forse. the complications of general paralysis, several
Cnlust writers, chief of whom, if I am right, isCoso oth on, speak of chorea, epilepsy, neuralgia, and

sion"
Re yeuroses as be29 g very common.-.Y Med.

-July 29, 1876.ctro- >

BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

rern- [The annual meeting was held at Sheffield, in
asuse angust, under the presidency of Dr. Bartolomé,
arr resembled those of former years in its general

efle The gements. About 500 members were present.mus, mTentgreat mnanufacturers opened their establish-ments and exhibited some of their processes to
umeesua t These sights and the festivities, asusual, threw the work of the sections into theshade.

S Dr. Bro was preached by Rev. Dr. Gattey.sena r eron equard, and Drs. Marion Sims and
S dtorer, fro. America, were present. The ad-no dress n obstetrics, which was of a practical nature,
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was given by Dr. Atthill. Dr. Sims also delivered
a brief address on the treatment of cancer of the
womb.]-ED.

THE ADDRESS IN MEDICINE

was delivered by Dr. Sieveking, who discoursed of
the relations of medical men (i,) to each other and
the State ; (2), to the science of medicine ; (3), to
education. On the third point Dr. Sieveking
said :-An university should be, as its name de-
notes, an universitas literarum, and not limit its
teaching to one or two disciplines, which though
valuable in themselves, are simply means, not
always appropriate, to an end to be attained else-
where. To my apprehension an university does
not deserve the name, which does not within itself
teach the principles and theory of all science, and
which adopts a regime and habits that exclude from
its precints all whose mental calibre cannot adapt
itself to one formula of a classical or mathematical
shibboleth, or whose means compel them to enter
a professional calling without unnecessary delay. I
maintain that all members of learned professions
ought to enjoy an university training, and that a
country whose universities do not allow of their
students acquiring the entire theoretic part of their
Pespective professions within their walls, neglects
the first duty for which they were called into exis-
tence. I will not now speak of any other profes
sion than our own ; but, as regards medicine, I
conceive that many of the educational difficulties
that have been so long under discussion, and that
are far from being removed, will disappear when
such arrangements are made at our universities
that the great body of practitioners can avail them-
selves of their advantages. In order that this may
be possible, it is necessary that a standard of pre-
liminary training be fixed which shall qualify for
admission into the university, and that, at the age
of eighteen or nineteen, when young men generally
put on the cap and gown, they shall be permitted
to pass at once fron the subjects they have been
learning at school to those professional studies
which the universities ought to be able to teach
infinitely better than the small, self-supporting
academies of medicine now scattered over the
country.

It is no small credit to the energy of the medical
schools as they exist, that they have done as much
as they have done ; but, with the increase of
knowledge and the demand made upon the
lecturers, it is sinmply impossible that the latter
should keep pace with the times, unless they are
exempted from the res angusta domi, and are
eiiabled to devote themselves entirely to science.
At present, the majority of lectureships are treated
simply as stepping-stones to medical practice, and
hospital physicians and surgeons pass from one
subject to another, not so much by virtue of special

qualification, as by the all-powerful influence of

y in
later

v of
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professional seniority. Something may doubtless
be said in favour of our present system of compe-
tition ; but I would ask whether the balance of
argument is not in favour of professorships at our
ancient universities, where the increased numbers
of alumni would render a professorship not only a
place of high and laudable ambition, but would
make its emoluments worthy of acceptance by
those of our body who desire to devote themselves
to, and merge themselves entirely in, scientific
research. Botany, chemistry, natural philosophy,
physiology, anatomy, comparative anatomy, phar-
macy, and materia medica, the theory of medicine
and surgery--might all be better and more profit-
ably taught at an university than in provincial or
metropolitan schools of medicine. The numbers
that would flock to our universities if they held out
such advantages would render necessary the en-
dowment of more than one professorship for each
discipline, and thus a salutary rivalry, without
which stagnation would ensue, would be preserved.
And if our present university arrangements are in-
sufficient to provide for the two thousand medical
students who annually inscribe their names on the
registers of our schools, what is there to prevent
the establishment of more unversities in towns
willing to advance the growth of the sciences, and
possessed of fewer of those sanitary defects which
mar the beauties of Oxford and Cambridge?

It is utterly against my views that an university
should belong to a class ; and therefore, while I
maintain that we physicians and surgeons of Eng-
land may legitimately labour for the foundation of
a new university, which shall embody certain me-
thods and principles, if the older institutions can-
not receive us, I should regard the attempt as
futile, unless provision were made at once to esta-
blish professorships required by all the faculties, so
as to ensure an influx of ingenuous youth destined
for all the various walks of life. Has Germany
suffered either by the poverty or the number of its
universities ? Has that great country not ever

been to us a model, both in the manner of teach-
ing and in the achievements of the taught.

THE ADDRESS IN SURGERY

was delivered by Mr. Favell, of Sheffield, whose
chief topics were (i), the question of trephining in
injuries to the skull; (2), the diagnosis of injuries
in the neighbourhood of joints ; (3), the suture of
nerves; and (4), Esmarch's bandage. We may
quote M. Favell's remarks on the second and third
points, as the one is full of interest to all who may
be called to such cases or to criticise the action of
others and the other is somewhat new.

On the second point Mr. Favell said :-I should
like to say a few words upon, and illustrate by an
instnictive case and equally instructive preparation,
cases of fractures of bone in the immediate vicinity
of important joints. I think there are few cases
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in surgery in which the accurate diagnosis is often t
more difficult, the anxiety involved greater, and c
the results less satisfactory, than in cases of this
nature. Every practical surgeon is famillar with
the impaired utility of wrist and hand which we t
occasionally see, particularly in old people, as a S
consequence of the fracture of the carpel end of C
the radius ; and, again, impaired mobility of the t
elbow-joint is not unfrequently seen as a result o
fracture through some portion of that complicated
and important articulation ; and I venture to saY Î
that such consequences are sometimes unavoidable
in spite of the most carefully conducted treatment;
nay, I think I may go even further, and assert that
cases do occur in which the surgeon, by skilful and
carefully conducted treatment, has obtained the
best results he could hope for, and which still are
failures in the eye of the patient, ignorant as he is
of existing conditions and almost inevitable conse-
quences.

Surely, gentlemen, these considerations should
teach us a lesson ; they should teach us to look
very charitably upon alleged failures in treatment,
or upon so-called cases of mal-practice. It is one
thing to criticise the treatment of a deformed or
distorted joint, weeks, or perhaps months, after the
receipt of injury, when all immediate effects of such
injury have disappeared, but it is a very different
thing when contusion, inflammation swelling, and
pain obscure the injury and interfere with manipuV
lation, so to direct our treatment as always to en-
sure a satisfactory result.

The case to which I wish to direct your atten-
tion for a few minutes, and which, through the
kindness of my friend, Mr. Wheelhouse, I am en'
abled to illustrate by a very instructive preparatiol,
is one of dislocation of the hip, complicated, as I
believe, by fracture of the acetabulum-that is, of
the rim of the acetabulum.

A. B., a young man, a commercial traveller, was
standing on the platform at a railway station when
he saw the train by which he wanted to travel
passing rapidly through the station ; he ran up to
it, sprang upon the foot-board, and attempted tO
grasp the door of a carriage, but, being swung
round by the momentum of the train, he was un-
able to keep his hold, and was thrown violently
upon the rails, rolling over and over when he carne
to the ground. He lay stunned for a few minutes,
and when he attempted to get up found his right
leg so injured that he could not rise. He Was
carried into the waiting room, and was seen verY
shortly afterwards by Dr. M., the railway company'
local medical oflicer. This gentleman made a verY
careful and deliberate examination of the injured
limb, and, as manipulation gave great pain, he put
the sufferer under the influence of chloroform, SO
as to give himself every opportunity of arriving at
a correct estimate of the nature of the injury-
After nearly an hour's examination he came to the
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conclusion that there was no dislocation, no frac-
ture, but that the man was suffering from severe
contusion. Afterwards the sufferer was carefully
laid in a railway carriage and conveyed to bis home
in Manchester. Here he sent for his own surgeon ;
the same examination was gone through, and the
samine result arrived at. As soon as the subsidence
Of the swelling allowed it, a long splint was applied
to keep the part perfectly at rest, and subsequently,
as much pain about the hip was still complained of,
bis mTedical man, for his own satisfaction and that
of his patient, called in a third surgeon, a man
whose extended experience in cases of accident
was undeniable. He found the limb lying flatly
on, the bed beside its fellow; careful measurements,
conducted in the orthodox manner, proved that
the injured limb was as long as, and at one time
rather longer than, its fellow, and he coincided in
the conclusions already formed, and in the pro-
Priety of the treatment adopted; and so the limb
Was kept at rest for some tirne longer. Here,
then, we have three surgeons, separately and care-
ful examining this hip, and arriving at the same
Conclusions But mark what followed in this singu-
lanly interesting case. When lapse of time and sub-
and he Of pain warranted it, the splint was removed,
aboute was allowed to get up and attempt to move
alout lie did so, and attempted to bear some
I'ght weight upon the injured leg, and after that

e noticed, for the first time, that the injured leg
Was rather shorter than the sound one. This
aeount of shortening speedily increased to the ex-
ten of a couple of inches, with inversion of the
foot, and, to cut a long story short, he consulted a
foc surgeon, who told him that bis hip was dis-
lCated, and eventually an action for damages en-
sued. In consequence of this, Mr. Wheelhouse
gf Leeds, and I were asked to examine the case and
gve evidence upon it. When we saw it, severa
tnonths after the accident, the evidences of disloca
tion were clear enough; there weie the characteristi(
bon erling, the inverted foot, and round head of th
Ool early resting upon the dorsum of the ilium

aneOf two things, then, must have happened in thicase Either (as was alleged) dislocation of thhip had occurred at the time of the accident, anhad been overlooked, or else dislocation had take
ilce subsequently as a resuit of some obscur
'jury to the joint. Against the first hypothesiWere the testimony of three surgeons, who had al

amined it carefully for dislocation or fracture, th
fact of the absence of deformity, and the absenc
0f shortening of the limb whilst in favour of thlatter hypothesis, in addition to what I have justtated, was the fact that no shortening took plactiwa the man put weight upon the ieg, and then
one could ·ately noticcd. The onîy way in whîcdionecatireconcile the fact of undoubted presendislocation with a history so oPposed to its existencfor sourie time after the accident was on the hyp

thesis that, at the time of the accident, which was a
very violent one, there was fracture of the rim of the
acetabulum; that, so long as no weight was put upon
the leg, the head of the femur remained in situ; but
that, as soon as weight was borne upon the leg,
the head of the bone escaped from the damaged
acetabulum, and was soon drawn up upon the dor-
sum of the ilium. This theory was very ably argued
by Mr. Wheelhouse, and surely it was a reasonable
one-more reasonable than that a dislocation pre-
senting such marked features as dislocation of the
femur on the dorsum ilii, should have been over-
looked, though carefully searched for, by so many
surgeons of ability and experience, and though the
probability of such an occurrence was denied, I1am
in a position, through the kindness of Mr. Wheel-
house, to show you a preparation taken from a case
of accident admitted into the Leeds Tnfirmary, since

the occurrence I have just related, which admira-
bly illustrates the argument then urged. The case
was admitted into the infirmary for injury to the
hip and severe internal injuries. Dislocation was
diagnosed, and reduction readily effected. The
patient lay in bed some days, and then died from
internai injuries. During the removal of the pa-
tient from the bed the hip, which had been in per-
fectly good position so long as the man was at rest,
again became dislocated, and a post-mortem exami-
nation revcaled the condition I now show you,
viz., "fracture of the rim of the acetabulum."

Erichsen, speaking of the treatment of such
cases, says :-" But with every care, a return of
dispiacement will readily take place, and an unsat-
isfactory resut can scarcely be avoided-shorten-
ing of the limb, and consequent lameness being
a-most inevitable." Cases such as this one I have
just reated are of immense practical interest both
to the surgeon and his patient ; and certainly the
patient has a right to expect that everything shall

- be done for him that careful judgment and judi-
cious management can effect; but how often does
the surgeon get undeserved blame when he has the

Smisfortue to treat an injury so complicated that,
.in spite of all care and skill, he cannot avert an

unsatisfactory result. I can imagine and excuse a
e man being angry when he finds himself perma-
i nentiy crippled by an accident which at first, to all
n appearance, may not have seemed of a very formi-
s dable nature, but surely we, fellow-workers, all so
1 fallible, ought to criticise the work of our brothers

e in a spirit of the widest charîty.
e On the suture of Nerves, Mr. Faveil said
e The mention of Mr. Wheelhouse's name in con-
t nection with this case, in which I was associated
e with hi, reminds me how this address was origi-
t naily placed in his hands, and how generously and
h gracefully he relinquished it when the place of

f meeting was changed, and gives me the opportunity
e of paying a passing tribute to his surgical enterprise

- by a few remarks on what, as far as I know, is an
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important and ingenious novelty in surgery. Some
months ago I had an opportunity of examining, in
the Leeds Infirmary, a case then under treatment,
in which Mr. Wheelhouse had cut down upon, re-
sected and united by ligature, the divided ends of
a sciatic nerve, which had been accidentally cut
across some months previously. The history of
the case were briefly as follows :

The patient, a man aged 22, nine months before
admission, was climbing over a fence, when the
railings gave way, and he fell backwards upon a
scythe which he was carrying. The wound, which
must have been an extensive one, as the cicatrix
measured nine inches, was situated just below the
left buttock. At the time of admission he was able
to walk with difficulty, there being considerable
dragging of the left leg, and as he lifted it the toes
fell to the ground. He was unable to use the
muscles of the back of the leg, and there was loss
of sensation on the outer side of the leg and foot,
the inner side retaining sensation. These con-
ditions taken in connection with the situation of the
cicatrix, led to the inference that the great sciatic
nerve had been divided, resulting in paralysis of
parts supplied by that nerve below the seat of divi-
sion. The operation consisted in making an in-
cision six inches in length in the course of the
sciatic nerve, when the divided extremities were
found an inch and a half apart, the upper segment
being bulbuous, the lower one flattened, and some-
what incorporated with the cicatrix. The two ex-
tremities were then cut off, the divided ends brought
together, and retained by sutures of carbolized cat-
gut. This was facilitated by flexing the leg upon
the thigh, in which position it was retained for some
time. The man made a rapid recovery. When I
saw him, two or three weeks after operation, cica-
trisation was almost complete, though the leg wasstill retained in its flexed position ; but there was
ample evidence afforded of returning sensation on'
the outer side of the leg and foot. In this case the
restoration of sensation and motion appears to have
been very gradual; but Mr. Wheelhouse informs me
that since his discharge from the hospital the patient
has gone on steadily improving, and gaining power
in his former paralyzed limb.

I have also the notes of a case of division of the
median nerve by a wound from glass. It was treat-
ed in the same way ten weeks after the accident
happened, but the result does not appear to have
been so satisfactory, as, though some amount of
return of sensation and motion followed the opera-
tion, as the wound healed and cicatrisation pro-
g ressed the sensation gradually diminished and
numbness increased.

Two other cases I have records of, in which the
divided ends of the nerves were brought together
by suture immediately after the accident. In one
case te median nerve, in the other the ulnar nerve,
were entirel>' divided. Both cases were boys of

fourteen years of age. In one month from the oC-
currence of the accident both boys were dischargedwith their wounds healed, and sensation was perfect
in each instance.

Now, I think, I may instance these as four verl
suggestive cases. Perhaps they teach us no ne<
facts in pathology, but, practically speaking, Ithink they are of importance. It will be observed
that in the two cases in which some weeks elapsedbetween the receipt of injury and operation the rc-
sults were, in one case very gradual and slow iiitheir development, and in the other case satisfac-
tory; but in the two cases in which operatioli
immediately followed the accident, sensation, at all
events, was rapidly re-established. Now, experi,
ence has amply proved that regeneration of nerve
tissue, after nerve division, readily takes place
more or less perfectly under favorable conditions.
Dr. Hassal says :- The regeneration of the prnWýtive nerve-tube admits of proof both by experiment
and direct observation. The experimental proof
consists in the simple division of nerves, or even
in the removal of portions of them. The parts to
which the nerve is distributed of course at first
lose their sensory and motor endowments ; these,
however, after a variable time, are more or less
perfectly recovered, thus completing the experi-
mental proof The recovery of the power of a nerve
after the excision of a portion of it argues strongly
the fact of the regeneration of the nerve tubes, and
this resuit by a careful microscopical exami-
nation, can be positively demonstrated. The
number of tubes in the renewed part of the nervis stated, however, to be less than in the original
portions, and this in part explains the reason of
the restoration of the functions of a divided nerve
being usually but imperfect." Every surgeon, too,
is familiar with the fact that parts which have beeoo
completely severed, such as tips of fingers, will, if
reunited, regain sensation, though the nerves havebeen completely divided. Thus, under favorableconditions of position, we may look for such an
amount of return of sensation and power of motionl
in parts supplied by divided nerves as shaîl notmaterially interfere with future usefulness ; but the
practical lesson to be learnt from such cases as
these is that we may with safety so manipulate
nerves as to insure such conditions of position.
Perhaps the very painful, and sometimes even dis-
astrous, result which has followed the ligature ofan important nerve has deterred surgeons from in-
terfering with them when divided. Sir A. Cooper
records two cases of death from this cause-one
from the ligature of the sciatic nerve to arrest
haemorrhage from an artery in its substance, andanother in which the popliteal nerve was accident-
ally included in a ligature put round the arteryIn both cases violent pains and death resulted.

In the cases 1 have recorded I find complaintof much pain after operation in one case-the lirst
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c- f perated on in which the sciatic nerve is the
b lnpicated. In this case there seems to have

ct day feeat.pain on the day of operation and theay ollwing, but in the other three no mention is
Proa of any disturbance caused by the operation.

i dissolvey the use of catgut sutures, we know, soonOaves, and the fact that the sheath of the nerves
pally refUlly selected as the portion to be princi-Pato docluded in the sutures, may have had muchS tod aith such fortunate results.
are abeginning then, I think these four cases

C' o interesting and encouraging. If in the
S port f a limb left paralysed by division of an im-

l teet nerve, we can afterwards cut down upon,
r poWe, and reunite such nerve, so as to restore

e at noe and sensibility to the parts supplied by it,
e case0 great risk, much has been gained, and in

sf nv extensive laceration, involving important
whete trunks, these records raise the question

t withir it is not better not to be simply content
flervegaturmg bleeding vessels, and leave the
nposition bk to the chance of assuming its original

o Wound, by carefully and accurately closing the
t end but to insure the co-aptation of its divided, ns y the careful introduction of catgut sutures.

e XTIRPATION OF THE UTERUS IN CON-
NECTION WITH OVARIOTOMY.

GILMAN KIMBALL, M.D., LOWELL, MASS.e old S. of Lancaster, N. H., forty-eight yearsC a oaving one child, now eighteen years of age,
f t Operated on eleven years ago for ovarian

putnds$ chiefly cystiform, weighing thirty-three
, iods. She made a good recovery, and continuedgnoOOi health for six years. About this time shefuloice that her abdomen was again becoming unu-S sually large She suffered very little, but was anxi-
to the ano'ther tumor should be forming, similartO Ine one removed years before.

I PounJune, 18 75, she was tapped, and forty-five
t Pou dsf brown, coffee-colored fluid were drawnOff, fOllowed by' considerable prostration. Theyst refilled and was again tapped in October fol-

previou Prostration was more marked than at thereriou Operation. Again the cyst refilled, andTe rapidy than ever.
she Patient having now becorne satisfied that
dseas breakig down under the effects of her
poraryreef that tapping was affording only tem-
other O rle, determmned upon submitting to an-per ation For this purpose I was called tooperate the second time on November 9, 875,
au The abe patients general condition prettyt daid Te abdomen was a great deal distended,
however ot cause much distress. The disease,was rhad ru ade its impression on her. Thiswas partscularly shewn by enaciation loss of appe-
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tite, swollen feet, and a peculiar pallor of face,
which denoted a deteriorated condition of the
blood. The mental condition was excellent, calm,
cheerful, and fully resigned to whatever might be
the result of the expected operation.

Every needful preparation having been attended
to, the operation was performed the following morn-
ing. Drs. Bugbee and Mitchell, of Lancaster, Dr.
Grove, of Whitefield, and Dr. Adams, of Island
Pond, were present and assisted. An opening
through the parietes, in the line of the former inci-
sion, was followed by an escape of several ounces
of ascitic fluid. A cyst was tapped by a large tro-
car, and twenty-seven pounds of chocolate-colored
fluid were drawn away through a canula, to which
a rubber tube had been attached. The opening
was enlarged and the cyst emptied. A semi-solid
mass, composed chiefly of a large number of
smaller cysts, was slowly drawn through the inci-
sion, care being taken all the while to keep the
opening closed, as far as possible, against the in-
gress of atmospheric air.

In searching for a pedicle it was found that the
disease had embraced, n the course of its develop-
ment, not only the uterus, but the whole of the
left broad ligament. A separation of the parts
thus involved was found impossible. Consequently,
in order to complete the operation, the extirpation
of the entire uterus became an unavoidable neces-
sity. A cluster of distended veins connected with
the broad ligament was first secured and severed
between two ligatures. The remaining tissues to
be divided, being thus considerably diminished in
bulk, and especially in width, were next embraced
in a loop of stout annealed iron wire, drawn tight
by means of an écraseur, To complete the opera-
tion it only remained to sever the connection be-
tween the uterus and vagina by two or three
strokes of the knife. The point of division was
about three fourths of an inch outside the iron liga-
ture.

Before closing the wound it was found necessary
to remove a considerable quantity of coagulated
blood from the pelvic cavity. With some difficulty
and delay a bleeding vessel was finally discovered,
and secured with a carbolized ligature.

The pedicle being too short to admit of a clamp,
was drawn forward and secured between the lips of
the incision. The surface of the stump was thor-
oughly seared by actual cautery, and the wound
closed with four deep sutures, three above and one
below the pedicle.

Details of this case subsequent to the operation
furnish nothing of special interest. During the en-
tire period of convalescence there were no unplea-
sant or threatemnig symptoms ; in all respects they
were such as might be expected n an ordinary
favorable case of ovariotomy. From first to last
there were no signs of peritonitis, or septic ia.

PathologicallY considered, this case is seen to
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differ essentially from the one recently reported by
Dr. Presbrey, of Taunton. Although the connec-
tion between the uterus and the cystic portion of
the tumor was extremely intimate, even beyond
the possibility of separation, it became evident,
upon careful dissection, that the tissues thus united
were not only different in appearance, but entirely
different in structure. Moreover, the cluster of
small cysts that constructed the lower portion of
the tumor furnished ample proof that the disease
was of ovarian origin. The uterus contained no
traces of fibroid element, but it was hypertrophied
to double its natural size.-Boston Med. and Surg.
Journal.

QUININE AS AN ECBOLIC.

That quinine bas the power of exciting uterine
contraction bas been shown by the writings of M.
M. Monteverdi of Cremona and Rancillia of Caen
(vide Practitioner, vol. vi. p. 373, and vol. xii. p.
57), as well as of other Italian and French observers.
The two following cases appear to the writer to
strongly support the theory of quinine being a
powerful ecbolic.

During the early part of the year 1875, it fell to
the lot of the writer to treat several cases of pleuro-
pneumonia, which was epidemic in his neighbor-
hood, and partook in many cases of the character
of a pythogenic pneumonia which bas been so ably
described by several Dublin practitioners. Amongst
others of this class were the following :-

Case 1.-M. M., a young healthy married woman
came under treatment in April, with well-marked
single pleuro-pneumonia. She was between four
and five months pregnant, and had been ill some
days before being seen by the writer. There was
great pain and tenderness over the abdomen, which
was a leading feature in most of the other cases con-
joined with some diarrhoea.

Saline and opium quelled all the active symptoms,
and, as it had been noticed in other cases that qui-
nine had a decided effect over the prostration which
was so marked in this epidemic, the patient was
put on two grain doses of quinine every four hours.
It should be noticed that up to this time there had
been no indications of abortion, and all the acute
symptoms had subsided. When the quinine was
ordered the writer remarked to a colleague on the
possibility of its having any effect on the gravid
uterus. The following day, ten grains of quinine
having been taken, uterine pains came on and
shortly afterwards a fetus was expelled. The
placenta not coming away, ergot was given ; this
however had no effect. On the following day the
quiniqç was resumed : after the second dose uterine
contractions were produced and a second fœtus was
expelled, the placenta soon following. The foetal
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heart in this case beat vigorously for some five
minutes. The patient made a good recovery.

Case 2.-A weakly, delicate wonian came undel
treatment on April 18th, for severe neuralgic pain1s
extending over the whole of one side. There WO
some pyrexia, the temperature being oo°, but 10
physical signs could be detected in the chest
That this case was of the epidemic class the writel'
bas no doubt, as a similar train of symptoms bad
been observed in other cases that occurred at the
time-viz., elevation of temperature, intense neUt
ralgia of intercostal and abdominal muscles, and i1
some cases diarrhœa, without any physical signs0 O
chest complication being detected. On the 21st
(salines being taken until then), two grain doses O
quinine were ordered to be taken every four hours.
The case, apparently doing well, was not seen fof
several days, when the patient stated that aftec
taking a few doses of the quinine strong bearitig
down pains came on, " worse than any labor-pail 5

she had ever had," and after nearly a whole day Of
pain, to her astonishment, a good-sized mass wa5
expelled from the uterus ; this mass she had pr
served and now presented. It was a tumor of the
size and shape of an ordinary sized bun ; it had
fringe of membrane around it. One surface wa5V
rugose, and the other smooth but freshened ; therc
was no appearance of a pedicle. It had all the
characters of a fibroid, and in all probability must
have been intramural. The patient stated that
there had been no memorrhagia, nor had she e%'
perienced any uncomfottable feeling to indicate
there was anything wrong with the womb. She
had been fairly regular, sometimes every three,
weeks, sometimes every five weeks.

It may be urged that the expulsive efforts of the
uterus in the two foregoing cases were due to the
influences of their illnesses ; but the direct sequence
of cause and effect the writer thinks is demonstrated
in each case. In case No. i no abortive action Ot
the uterus was produced until the quinine was ad"
ministered, and ceased together with its intermid
sion, to be resumed as soon as the qninine w14
given again. If the quinine had been withhelli
after the first fœtus had been expelled, it appear.
as though the second (of whose presence we were
not aware) might not have been aborted. In case
2 the quinine appears also to have had a direct
action in producing contractions of the uterus.-
-ond. Practitioner, July 1876.

ULCERATION OF THE FR£NUM LINGUÆ
WHOOPING-COUGH.-Some discussion has bee0

raised by Dr. Morton's paper on the above subject

read at the Harveian Society. The coincidence O
ulceration in this particular position with pertussi
is not new, though English authors have not re
ferred to it, except casually, in association witb
stomatitis. This ulceration has been described
both French and German literature, more espci
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Cially by Bouchut in his works on diseases ofchildren and new-born infants, though what rela-
ýinshp it has to pertussis, or why it exists at ail
ho-%t Position, is not decided. To Dr. Morton,
the ver, is due the credit of collecting statistics of
whicPercentage of cases of whooping-cough in
forwar t OCcurs, and also of bringing it prominentlyWard for the consideration of English observers.
- Press d Circular.

PORT-WINE MARKS" ON THE
FACE BE CURED 1

ANO SQUIRE, M.D., Surgeon to the British Hos-
Pital for Diseases of the Skin, London.

A LANCET.

to the depths of the incisions, they should be made
of such depths as nearly to divide the entire thick-
ness of the cutis vera. Within a fortnight, if deftly
performed, the operation bas done its work without
leaving trace of any kind save a notable and most
gratifying improvement. No scars are left by it.
However, a precaution needs to be stated. No
lateral traction must be made on the scarified skin
either during or within half an hour after the per-
formance of the operation. In exercising styptic
pressure after the operation, this essential precaution
must be kept in view. When, in any case, any
traction has been accidentally made on the skin in a
direction transverse to the direction of the cuts, they
gape slightly in consequence. The gaping cuts be-
come plugged with wedged shaped clots, and, as an
invariable fact, indelible linear scars are thus pro-

enio lee ivie o rc sleto he . lsions of the skin are mfore hideously dis- duced. If tr
guring than the congenital " Port-wine mark " of operation. Sometines one operation alone will not

Of rria a I refer to the flat vascular nævus which suffice, a second or even a third may be required.
the O ften be met with in every country, causiua In such ca

presenater part (often) of one side of the face to f the first operation should be arefully
an aloa l , dark crimson color, and conferring remembered, and at the second operation the parai-
subject ofdemoniacal appearance of the unfortunate lel linear cuts should be made to cross obliquely the
adult0 I thus forbidding deformity. So many direction ofthe original cuts, say at an angle of 45'.

re about soitOmyb ee on If a third operation be needed, the cuts should againre abot wil'classes of society mnay be seen going
it i eith this lesion in its pristine condition, that follow a différent direction, that is to say, they

St trivedear at once that nothing is commonly con- should cro
S prove fr its relief, and a little experience suffices to right angles.

aformity-at any attempt at interference with this de- After the .y exudaîon o co or sea
0nt is rarebytepoeso ih holbewashed off careftilly the next day by a

te disfavo commonly regarded by the profession with
oeh~,0 r. BV soth possibly neotoabe ofcanls hair bruish and cold soap and water, fol-heor Eysoe te osibyuncontrollable sf ae

scar thatge is the fear entertaimved, by others, the lowed by a soft piece of sponge wet with cold water
sees twould ensue from the only means that onlY.

be free from the objection cited--cauteriza- The operation conlucted s above is absolutely
e- tiol 1y

a% I h 1 Propery a reason for refraining. However, painless. Very slight temporary swelling follows it.
cnhave satisfactorily ascertained, the disfigurement No permanent trace is left by it. It does its work

er be iemoved without leaving any trace of its for- finally within a fortnight. No hemorrhage accom-
oro teme i t ttence ik fan in.I

m1 oval ence or of the meaus employed for its re- panies it, nor
apeed that by a very simple, safe, painless, offers to a number of hideously deformed persons an

For d easy procedure.escape from their msfortune whch ay be safly
neecI e purpose in view I emiploy a cataract recommended, and c

e, the head of which is made about four times titioner. The results obtained by it are et once

With of that of an ordinary cataract needle. gratifying to the practitioner and satisfactory to the
cleanly e needle I scarify the affected skin, making patient.-ArChivm of Dermatology.
area, eut and parallel incisions over the affected
are )pacedeven also a little beyond it. The incisions RLEMOVAL 0F A BUrTON FROM THE BRONcUS.-

sapart
to render te one-sixteenth of an inch. Inuccessful an novel metod was re-

oterev e operation painless, and at the saine sorted to on great emergency for the removal of a
draughteent any flow of blood interfering with the button from the left bron
thoro u anship of the lines, I first freeze the skin don Hospita
spray ap by means of Dr. Richardson's ethe thirtee, had accidentally slipped the button into lis
ovr appi dus Having perforied the operation trachea on April 23rd, where it had remained with-

OVTa litnited arean
of skin with hea I press on the scarified portion out producing very serious symptoms until May
gently but the fingers for about ten minutes, i lth wîen it fèli into the left bronchns, producing

b h firmly. At the end of this time ail symptons of collapse of the lower lobe of the lung.bleedi1gha d
a g las efinitely ceased. During the pressure Mr. Maunder, having performed tracheotomy,

the fngers the blotting paper is interposed between inverted and shook the patient, but with no success
il that of pand the skim . The only styptic I employ le then placed the patient on lis back and passedtled a aboe describee. As t Irough the wound into the left bronhus about
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cerv

seven inches of looped silver wire, and was success-
ful in withdrawing the button, together with a quan-
tity of muco-purulent matter. The patient's urgent
symptoms rapidly disappeared, and he is at present
doing well.-Lancet, May 20th, 1876, in News and
Library.

M,'dicaI t# #ad ntwo.

SULPHATE OF CINCHONIDIA.--Dr. Bensley, one
of a committee appointed by the British East India
Government to test the value of the cheap alka-
loids of cinchona bark, says of sulphate of cinchoni-
dia, it is admirably adapted to those requiring a
tonic febrifuge, in which there is at the time a
great tendency to diarrhœa, or where diarrhoea al-
ready exists ; but where quinine produces these
disturbances, the cinchonidia is well borne. None
the less valuable is it in consequence of the mild-
ness of its influence on the nervous system. He
further says : I have used it extensively in the
fevers of children on account of its mildness, and
because it is less liable to produce head and bowel
disturbances than the other alkaloids.

Dr. Campton, Ky., says in a paper on this re-
medy :-Upwards of thirty of my cases were chil-
dren, varyng in age from one to fine years. I
have such confidence in it that it is the only pre-
paration I prescribe for children. It is a well-
known fact that there exists with many persons a
strong prejudice against quinine, and it is a great
advantage to be able to say to such persons that you
have a remedy that will be equally efficient, in all
cases where quinine is indicated, without being
liable to the objectionable effects of that remedy.
The advantages to be derived from the use of sul-
phate of cinchonidia may be summed up as
follows :-Fewer relapses follow its administration.
It is better tolerated by the stomach, not being
nearly so liable to produce nausea and vomiting.
It does not create the same amount of ringing and
noise in the ears that characterizes quininism. It
is not liable to produce temporary deafness. It
does not produce the nervous excitability. It does
not increase or produce diarrhœa. It obviates the
prejudice existing against quinine. Its cost is but
one-third that of quinine.

CASE OF UNILATERAL TRANSPIRATION.-Con -
tribution to the pathology of the great sympathetic
by Prof. Ebstein (Gottigen).-Cases of unilateral
transpiration are met with quite frequently associ-
ated with other symptoms, such as diabetes mellitus,
exophthalmic goitre, etc, It has been observed in
ndividuals of apparently good health. Pathologists

have as yet not been preoccupied in seeking for
the aqatoma-pathological cause of this symptom,
but experimental physiology seems -to point to a
Iesion of the great sympathetic. The experiments 1

of Cl. Bernard in the horse have shown that diVi9t been
ion of the great sympathetic of one side gives riSt Plac
to transpiration in the corresponding half of thCi uter
body. Prof. Ebstein's case was that of a man sig 1  O
years of age suffering from angina pectoris, isI Placwhom the attacks at certain times were acco0r area

,panied by transpiration of the left side of the hea whaand neck, and left upper extremity. There was 1' coni
redness on these parts, nor dilatation of the puPe and
of the same side. During the intervals between t s
attacks of angina pectoris, the transpiration toO Plac
place whenever the patient became fatigued fro'e uI
exercise. At the autopsy of this patient the celýr effe<
cal ganglions were examined with care and prO frsented nothing abnormal to the naked eye. Ho1 f r
ever, on hardening small sections of the left gan stlions in Muller's fluid and absolute alcohol, rou thag
dark-brown points could be distinguished, whic teunder the microscope were recognized as vacuol f tThese were lined by an endothelium and contaild of tiblood-globules. Their form was usually rouný thseldom irregular, or stellate. Their continuity wiî thedilated vessels could often be established, of whid r
they constituted diverticula alternating withistrie.
ured points. The walls of these vacuoles we'thickened, and contained, especially at their perin s
hery, a large number of stellate nuclei. 'I e. se
ganglion-cells, which appeared empty, were mar ho
edly pigmented. Nothing was found in the gaO orlions of the right side. Prof. Ebstein is dispo5 or
to trace these alterations to the vascular apparatt grai
of the great sympathetic.- Virihow's Archiv. N rafi
York Medical yourna. f>nd

one
PLACENTA PRaEIA.-Forty-one cases of placent use

prævia are recorded in the Fifth Report of the It 1
Guy's Hospital Lying-in Charity, being 6.17 pgn thecent of the whole number of confinements. In si th
of the cases the partially dilated os, when the
patient was first seen, was found completely cove'
ed by placenta ; in twenty-five it was incompletell Ucovered ; and in the remaining ten it is not state-' Thl
how far the placenta was spread over the os S h
certain conclusion can, of course, be drawn fro was
this as to the exact relative position of the placen andbefore dilatation of the internal os commence andIn some instances, in which only a small portiO Soit
of the os was covered by placenta, and the hemOe 18E
rhage was not excessive, the treatment adopted W05 drithat of rupturing the membranes and administerif ter
ergot ; but in nost cases in which any considerabl cobleeding had occurred the old-fashioned mode ý' we
treatment has still been followed-namely, to per" for
form version as soon as the os is sufficiently dilate an
to allow this to be done without the use of forc'. an
It was in almost all cases effected by the bipol8 and
method, without the introduction of the hand int an
the uterus. If the. os was undilatable when the the
patient was first seen, the plan adopted was to plu$
the vagina, or recently, by preference, to plug t
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,RAE CASE OF GALL STONES DISCHARGED

The THE SIDE. By Daniel Perley, M. D.-
was bo aent Matthew Plumsted, harness maker,
to Ca n in Norwich, England, A. D. i8oo; went
and tLa n 1812, came to the States in 1818,
tine to Lynn m 1835. He had been subject ats to severe pain in the region of the liver for
1869, Years when, in the latter part of the year
driumn abscess formed in the right hypochon-
temri. ,atended with great disturbance of the sys-
consultatio symptoms were so alarming that, in
we dcin with my friend the late Dr. B. B. Breed,
for decided to make an opening without waitingfanY thinning of the integuments There wasan iblediate discharge of pus, yellow bile, and

ad bck specks, which were easily rubbed upsomewecame of a bright yellow color. He wasstiewhat relieved, and continued to improve withthe dischaage of Similar matter, with now and then

cervix with a dilating-bag. Advantage has also
len fnd from the expedient of separating the

uterus. by the finger from the cervical zone of the

(lae very remarkable case occurred in which the
pacenta Was found to occupy three fourths of thearea 0f thefuldiae
whatevethe fully dilated os, but no hemorrhage

had taken place. In this instance theCOnjugate diameter of the pelvis was contracted,a a living child was delivered by version. There
Placenther instance aiso in which a portion of thePlacenta presented, and no hernorrhage had oc-
effected bThe funis was prolapsed, and delivery was

er by forceps, but the child was not saved.
fortysion was performed in twenty-four out of thefrone cases. Six of the mothers died ; four
stoa the direct effect of hemorrhage, two at a later
sthe fat exhaustion or septicæmia. In two of
ated a1 cases the whole placenta had been separ-ote ed expelled spontaneously before the birth
if thr child, and death took place from hemorrhage;
the tree version had been performed ; in one case
Were etmnent is not stated. Of the children, ten

.opi V'g ;thirty-one were still born.-Guy's

M AS A VEHICLE FOR BROMIDE OF POTAS-
dar. K. Minich writes to the PhiladelphiaM'edca Ti.- 5 d

holism T es that a patient suffering from alco-
Or an toutly refused to take bromide of potassium
grains "confounded medicine." Twenty
drank Were dissolved in a glass of rnilk, which he
fnd threadily. "Since then," says Dr. Minich, "I
one cuat twenty grains are entirely disguised by
useful unce Of milk. I have also found milk a very
It has uid to 'wash down' salicylic-acid wafers.
i he always in my hands prevented the burning
the acistoiach which is so often produced when

c1d i. given in large and oft-repeated doses."
ille Med. News.

a clogging up of the aperture, till in about a month
gall stones of various sizes up to that of a cran-
berry began to issue and continued with volcanic
irregularity of rest and activity till December 28,
1873. There has been no eruption since. He is
now robust and able to attend to his business in
better health than for many years. In a hasty ex-
amination of the journals of the last forty years I
have been able to find but two cases of the kind.-
Boston Med. and Surg. Yournal, June 22, 1876.

TORSION AND LIGATURE.-At a clinical lecture
at the Lariboisière Hospital, 'M. Tillaux, pointed
out the advantages of torsion over the ligature of
arteries, and all the other means employed for ar-
resting hemorrhage after the great operations. M.
Tillaux stated that up till now torsion had been
applied by other surgeons to only snall arteries
but he has also applied it to the larger arteries,
and after having practised this method for the last
five years, he has corne to the following conclu-
sions :-1. Torsion is applicable to all arteries, and
particularly to the larger ones. 2. A single pair of
forceps is sufficient, and not two pairs, as employed
in England and elsewhere. 3. The artery should
be seized obliquely, and not longitudinally, and in
such a manner that the three coats in their entire
breadth should be included in the grip. 4. The
torsion or twisting of the arteries should then be
practised until the portion seized becomes de-
tached. 5. It is unnecessary to adopt measures to
limit the extent of the torsion, as practised by
Amussat and the English surgeons, as the opera-
tion limits itself either to the part seized, or one or
two centimetres above it. 6. Torsion is applicable
to atheromatous or inflamed arteries, as well as to
arteries in a healthy condition. 7. Torsion favours
union by the first intention, owing to the absence
of a foreign body, as in the case of ligatures. 8.
Like the ligature, torsion prevents primary hemor-
rhage. 9. Torsion acts more effectually than the
ordinary ligature in preventing secondary hemor-
rhage. M. Tillaux asserts that ever since he began
to employ torsion, in 1871, he has never had a
single case of primary or secondary hemorrhage,
and yet he has practised it in about a hundred
cases of capital operations.-Brit. Med. 7ournal,
May 20, 1876.--Med. News and Library.

How To DECIDE THE QUESTION OF OPERATION
IN A CASE OF PERI-TYPHLITIS.-The case was one
in which well-marked symptoms of peri-typhlitis
had been developed, and a hard mass extending
froin low down in the iliac fossa to above the crest
of the ilium could be distinctly mapped out by pal-
pation and percussion. Tenderness was very well
developed upon pressure over the same region,and
there was arrest of respiratory motion below the
umbilicus. Pulse 1 io, and temperature 1 oiy F.

The patient received a moderate amount of opium,
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was kept perfectly quiet in bed, and had local ap-
plications of light warm poultices. At the time of
our visit he had been in the hospital three days,
and had been sick a week before his admission.
On the seventeeth day of his sickness there was
less pain, the tumor had diminished in size, and it
was quite evident that resolution was taking place.
That fact led the visiting physician to remark that
he had seen several cases of peri-typhlitis which
had progressed until it had seemed that suppura-
tion was inevitable, and yet from that point a
change for the better had occurred, and resolution
had taken place. He regarded it as a matter of
great difficulty, in many of these cases at least, to
determine the exact time when pus had been
formed, and in no case, therefore, would he con-
sent to any surgical operation for the evacuation of
an abscess in that region until pus had been de-
tected by means of the aspirator. Under such cir-
cumstances the aspirator was regarded as an instru-
ment that could render signal service, and when
pus could be reached by the use of the needle,
then, and not until then, should recourse be had
to any surgical operation of greater severity. In the
case before us a good recovery took place.-Med.
Record

TOPICAL TREATMENT OF CHRONIc DvSENTERV.
-The reporter narrates three cases of topical treat-
ment of dysentery, followed by cures. They were
of several months standing each. The first case,
that of a girl fourteen years old, was of six months
duration. She was in a very low condition, with
a pulse T30 and scarcely perceptible, skin covered
with a clammy sweat. Her body had emitted a
cadaveric odor for several days ; death seemed
inevitable. After etherization, a bivalve speculum
was ntroduced into the rectum. and the " rnucous
membrane was found highly inflamed and studded
over with small yellowish ulcers, which. on slight
pressure, emitted a colored fluid." Silver nitrate
was freely applied to every part of the bowel, as
high up as could be reached with the aid of a
retractor. This operation was followed by an
ability to control the bowel. The appetite was
improved, strength increased, and recovery of the
vital parts was very speedy. Daily injections of
carbolic acid solution (one part to eight of water)
were used. In two weeks the patient made a com-
plete recovery. The other two cases were simi-
larly treated and recovery followed.-N Y ofed.
7ournal

A NEW APPLIANCE FOR BLOODLESS OPER-
ATIJNs.-Mr. H. L. Browne, surgeon to the West
Bromwich Hospital, proposes in the Lancet for
June 3rd, a very useful modification of Esmarch's
bandage. A suitable rubber ring is rolled along
the limb &nd over a plug placed on the main artery.
This plug is provided with a groove upon its upper

surface which receives the ring and keeps it fron
shifting. The rings are made of different sizes, as
are also the plugs, although the latter are only used
over the larger arteries. The apparatus may be
used as an ordinary tourniquet, by stretching in-
stead of rolling the ring over the limb and plug.-
Med. Nes.

REMOvAL OF THE SPLEEN.-The Lancet con-
tains 34 cases of gastrotomy by the well-known
Parisian surgeon, M. Pean. The following case is
historic and unique :-"September 6th, 1867, cystic
tumor of the spleen which was greatly hypertrc-
phied. The surface of the tumour was very vascular
Several portions of the spleen were ligatured and
taken away with portions of the tumour ; remainder
taken away with pedicle, and surface of section
cauterised with hot iron. Peritoneum was washed ;
weight, 1,140 grammes (about 36 ounces). Five
litres of liquid charged with leucocytes and choles-
terine. Recovery."-Students' Yournal

CURIOUS INCOMPATIBI LITY. -Chlorate of potas-
sium and iodide of potassium are both entirely
harmless in suitable doses. Furthermore, these
two salts do not react upon each other in solution,
even at a boiling heat ; yet it has been proved that
when they have been administered together they
do combine in the stomach, producing iodate of
potassium, which is poisonous. M. Melsens found
that dogs could take the chlorate or iodide in doses of
from five to seven grammes with impunity, but that
a mixture of the two killed them in a few days,
with the symptoms of poisoning by iodate of potas-
sium. This combination must, therefore be avoid-
ed. Indeed, as a general rule, the chlorate is sO
unstable, and so ready to give up its oxygen, that
it can not safely be combined with any substance
capable of oxidation.-American Yournal ofjhar-
macy.

HAIR-PIN IN THE BLADDER; REMOVAL.-M.
Panas reports the followiing novel method of ex-
traction of a hair-pin from the bladder of a girl*
After trying the lithotrite unsuccesfully, the hair-
pin was seized by a pair of ordinary dressing-
forceps introduced through the urethra. The
finger was passed into the vagina and an attempt
made to guide the hair-pin. During this attempt
one of the points of the hair-pin passed through the
vesico-vaginal wall. It was then seized with a
pair of forceps and the pin slowly pulled through
M. Panas considers that there is no danger of
causing a fistula by this method, and advises, if
necessary, pressing both points of the pin througlh
and the whole up to the neck ; if then straightened
it can easily be extracted.-France iMedicale.

Stromeyer, the distinguished German surgeon,
died of apoplexy, June 1.
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PROVINCIAL BOARD OF HEALTH.

ýe would desire to call the attention of the
Onenlbers of the profession who have seats in the

io Legislature to the propriety and importance
Of rflving at the next session, for the establishment
eal Central Bureau with a Minister of Public

helth and Vital Statistics. It should be the duty
ef the officers of the Central Bureau to see that inbvery city, town, and village a local Board shouldLe established, and that the important duties de-

date to them should in every particular be strict-
carried out. Medical and sanitary periodicals

are at the present, full of interesting information on
these subjects, and this literature reflects the
tho ghts and desires of the profession. Everye and village can have the benefit of this know-

ge by availing itself of the services of an en-
ene physician on its Board of Health. He

be recognize the special dangers, unseen by others,
uecýaIse it is a part of his daily duties to find them,

eve his faculties are quickened by use. He goes
trywhere, sees the whole territory, more frequent-

than anyone, knows the characters of the soi,
the vater, and estimates the power for evil which

to ignorance, slovenliness or cupidity of his
th 0Tspeople suffer to exist about their dwellings in

he form of putrescent material. By his personal
'11lence and advice, the laws of health may become

available for the use of every family. Nuisances
a be reformed, air and water may be kept pure
rl Wholesome, and an unceasing influence may be

earcised to preserve for the common good, the
creat essentials of health, so that no one's bodily
befort shall be disturbed by such neglect as can

renedied by private advice or public authority.

Much needless vexation may also be avoided,
by the employment of a medical man on a Board
of Health, since he, better than any one, can
discriminate between what is, and what is not harm-
ful to the public. The scope of scientific hygiene
is not merely to preserve health and prevent the
development of disease; it aims also at ameliorat-
ing and perfecting the various instruments of life,
and at promoting the full development of all the
powers of the system. By means of judicious

>management, we can either moderate or excite the
vital powers, augment or diminish their energy,
and modify in a variety of ways the form, the size,
and the activity of the several parts of the living
body. We all know how much has been done
in this respect as regards plants and many of the
lower animals ; may not the human frame, although
more curiously and wonderfully formed, be suscep-
tible of somewhat similar changes by a due edu-
cation of all its powers and faculties ? Under the
term regimen we include not merely thç diet, but
also the regulation of the dress, exposure to at-
mospheric changes, and the exercise of the mioral
and mental powers. It is quite obvious that the
substance or tissue of the different organs, must
materially depend upon the nature of the food that
is taken into the stomach, and the powers of the
stomach to assimilate it. We must also consider
how much we are all influenced by the conditions
of the weather, by the heat or cold of the atmos-
phere, its dryness or moisture, and by the state of
its electricity. The influence of exercise is not less
conspicuous; a due degree of it quickens all the
powers of nutrition, promotes the development of
every part, animates all their f unctions, and causes
the muscular system more especially to be de-
veloped with unusual vigor. The effect of the
training to which pugilists, jockeys and others sub-
mit, in order to bring themselves into condition,
is truly remarkable. All the subcutaneous fat be-
comes quickly absorbed, the muscles become
tense, the cellular tissue firm and unyielding, the
skin smooth and clear, the abdomen small, the
chest full and well-expanded, the sensibility of the
body diminished, and the spirits buoyant and
elastic. By purging away all offensive materials
from the body, by bringing the skin into a soft
smooth state by sweating, and by then supplying
the system with plenty of wholesome nutritious
food, as well as by the regular use of moderate
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exercise, can we at all wonder that the body should
acquire greater energy and power of endurance ?
Dr. Forbes Winslow, in his " Health of Body and
Mind," urges medical men to make themselves well
acquainted with the philosophy of the mind, or in
other words with metaphysics. And where can
there be a better field than that which is presented
to the medical practitioner ? He daily mixes with
the people, some of whom are sick, some well, all
agitated more or less by emotions of the mind.
He has just as good an opportunity for studying
the mind as the body, and the fact is, that two of
our greatest metaphysicians, Locke and Brown,
were physicians. From the preceding statements
it is not diflicult to perceive that some valuable
therapeutic suggestions may be derived, and that
to the individuals observing them, when death
comes it will come as a sleep. Dr. Richardson in
his recent work on " Diseases of Modern Life,"
speaks thus on this subject :-" This purely pain-
less process, this descent by oblivious trance into
oblivion, this natural physical death, is the true
euthanasia; and it is the duty of those we call
physicians to secure for man such good health as
shall bear him in activity and happiness onwards
in his course to this goal. For euthanasia, though
it be open to every one bom of every race, is not
to be had by any save through obedience to those
laws which it is the mission of the physician to
learn, to teach, and to enforce. Euthanasia is the
sequel of health, the happy death engrafted on the
perfect life. When the physician has taught the
world how this benign process of nature may be
secured, and the world has accepted the lesson,
death itself will be practically banished; it will be
divested equally of fear, of sorrow, of suffering. It
will come as sleep."

WOMAN AS A PHYSICIAN.

It is a circumstance of note, that while women
have been pressing into the learned professions in
Europe, and the neighbouring States, no such ad-
vantages have been sought, and, with one or two
exceptions, no one appears to have seriously
desired, or attempted to seek an entrance to the
medical profession through the schools of medi-
cine irfthis country.

We notice, however, that in the curriculum of

one institution, by an asterisk and a foot note, the
conditions detailed are made to apply to either
sex, thus by implication not only throwing opel
the door, but also virtually extending an invitation
to those of the opposite sex who may desire to
study and practice the profession of medicine
to avail themselves of the opportunity to do so.
We do not see that there is any impropriety in
women, exceptionally situated and of exceptional
characteristics and natural tastes and inclinations,
devoting themselves to the pursuit of the higher
attainments in education, or even pursuing any of
the learned professions. As she is naturally the
earliest and the latest minister to mankind's neces-
sities, we cannot see any unsuitableness or impro-
priety in her becoming an educated and accon-
plished physician and accoucheur, or in practising
her profession when once acquired. The natural
astuteness and intuitive faculties with which
woman is endowed, together with her sympath-
etic nature are calculated to adapt her to the pro-
fession of medicine in particular, and with a well
balanced and logical mind, she should not only be
able to cope with the ordinary standard of male
physicians, but other things being equal, to out-
shine them altogether.

The usages of uncivilized nations (and indeed of
all civilized nations also) in setting apart the office
of nurse and attendant upon the sick, particularly
in obstetric practice and the care of children, to
which might be added diseases of women, testifies
most fully to the fitness, natural adaptation, and
suitableness of educated women for the practice of
almost every branch of the medical profession,
particularly midwifery, diseases of women and
children, and hospital care and management. A
few might be found of sufficient physical strength
and nerve to make good surgeons, but a guaran tee
might always be relied upon that not many un-
necessary operations would be undertaken. On
the whole the throwing open of our Colleges to
women, and the dissemination of correct medical
knowledge among them, must conduce to the well
being of society generally, and lead to many imi-
portant social improvements. Women are allowed
to graduate and take degrees in the Scientific,
Medical, and Law Schools of England, France,
Germany, Italy, Russia, Switzerland, Spain, and
the United States, and why not in Canada? Neither
must this be looked upon as any novelty, for his-
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t nforms us that from the earliest times, in cer-
co"' COuntries, as in Italy, medical degrees were
confeedupon, and medical honors held by women.
tdeed so prominent a part have women sometimestaken il medicine that even as early as the ninth
entur, about 1200 years after Pythagoras, when

the amous school of Salernum flourished-a schoolrigr en enforcing the conditions for medicaldegru,, and which subjected its candidates to a
fregoru examination-we find them even there
eey adrnitted to all the privileges, honors, and

CPPortunities of the school, taking degrees, oc-
literaug professorships and contributing to medical
su erature by writing valuable works on medical

anld a<physicians promulgated a "Code of Ethics,"'thea " Code of Health." Two of the maxims of
ale fer being, first, " The physician shall refuse
resee from the poor," and second, " He shall\hile ano share in the profits of the apothecary."

byDr. as to the latter, which has been translated
lbealth John Ordonaux under the title "l Code of

<i th , school of Salernum," the translator says :-
be i WIom and justice of allowing every human

dein to fil whatever sphere in life, God has en-iwed him or her with a fitness for, was a dogma
imithe Salernian ethics which might be profitably
thetafted in this day of superior intelligence." And
th' rafety of doing so was fully indicated in theritm of these female physicians, who proved

tersaves the most conservative and orthodox of
1is as they must have been of teachers. He
air, food opinion that "the articles translated on
dition Sleep, exercise, and other primary con-
and 0f health, are treated with so much insight
ruledgent as to suggest important sanitary
A cle Preventing disease and in curing the sick."
bcollege for the higher education of women has
A e established in Northampton, Mass., U.S.

f edurse of lectures upon the higher branches
it lucae n has also been established in connection

shOWMcil College, Montreal, and experience
study oft they are as capable of engaging in the

Part entf vanced science as men. In the de-
diseaset 0f general hospital practice, obstetrics,
able eo be women and children, women should be
lede become as highly gifted in point of know-

hysias sten, and where the necessary health and
s'ul be vength exists, their success in practicedistricts. Y satisfactory in densely populated
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If, therefore our " sisters " have a fancy for a
learned profession, by ail means let them have " a
fair field and no favor," and the result will deter-
mine the correctness or falsity of the undertaking.

MEDICAL CONFERENCE.

A meeting ot the Joint Committee of Confer-
ence of the Canadian and American Medical Asso.
ciations met in Philadelphia on the 2nd ult., a
couple of days before the meeting of the Inter-
national Medical Congress. The following gentle-
men were present: Drs. Grant, Trenholme, F. W.
Campbell and Robillard of Canada, and Drs. Gross,
Bowditch, Andrews, Hodgen and Atkinson of the
United States.

Dr. Grant of Ottawa was chosen to preside and
Dr. Atkinson acted as secretary. The following
resolution copied from the minutes of the Cana-
dian Medical Association of 1874, was read in
explanation of the objects of the Conference:-
Moved by Dr. Grant, and seconded by Dr. Hing-
ston, " that in consideration of the best inerests
of medical science, it is desirable that a medical
conference should take place between the Ameri-
can and Canadian Medical Associations at some
central point, to be determined upon, and that the
American Medical Association be advised as to the
desirability of thus becoming more intimately ac-
quainted and affording an opportunity, for the dis-
cussion of medical and surgical subjects on a com-
mon basis.

At a subsequent meeting of the American Medi-
cal Association this idea was reciprocated, and a
committee appointed to meet with a like committee
from the Canadian Medical Association.

Dr. Grant, in an able speech, explained more
fully the desires of the Canadian Medical Associa-
tion. A discussion followed in which Drs. Camp-
bell, Trenholme, Bowditch, Andrews and Gross,
took part.

Dr. Andrews then moved, " that in the opinion
of this Conference, the interests of medical science
will be promoted by a consolidation of the Canadian
and American Medical Associations in one body.
Carried.

On motion of Dr. Gross, it was unanimously re-
solved, that the Presidents of the American &
Canadian Medical Associations respectively, be re-
quested to embody this idea properly and em-
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phatically in their Annual Addresses. After a vote
of thanks to the President and Secretary, the Con-
ference adjourned.

THE SYNTHETIC METHOD OF PRODUCING SALI-

CYLIC AcID.-The new method of producing sali-
cylic acid by synthesis, is due to Prof. Kolbe, who
undertook a series of researches to establish the
isomerism between salicylic and benzoic acids.

For his experiments he required salicylic acid in
large quantities, and to meet his wants he tried to

select a cheap process of preparing it. Abandon-
ing the process for extracting the substance from

the oil of gaultheria procumbens (of which it is a

constituent in small percentage) he was led to

employ carbolate of soda and carbonic acid gas,

and after a series of experiments, succeeded in de-

termining the conditions of production. The
manufacturing process now practised is as follows:
-A saturated solution of soda in carbolic acid-

phenate or carbolate of soda-is evaporated in a

shallow iron vessel and dried until it can be re-
duced to a fine powder. This is then put into an

iron retort and slowly heated by means of an oil
bath to the boiling point of water ; then a light
current of dry carbonic acid is passed through it.

During the passage of the gas the temperature is

gradually raised, reaching 180'C [3 3 6·F] some

hours afterward. During this part of the process

phenol begins to distil over, and as the tempera-
ture is raised it comes over in increasing quantities.
At last the temperature is raised to 200°C., 250°C.

-[ 3 9 2°F., 482°F.]-the passage of carbolic acid
then ceases, when it is found that exactly half the

quantity of carbolic acid employed in making the
carbolate of soda has passed over. The contents
of the retort, after the operation is over, is salicy-
late of soda. It dissolves readily in water with a
dark brown colour. On the addition of hydro-
chloric acid, the salicylic acid is precipitated in the
form of a thick curd. This is dried on a linen
cloth, or the mother liquor pressed out as well as
possible. It is aftenvards purified by recrystalliza-
tion. A full account of the process, of which the
foregoing is an abstract, is contained in a German
magazine, the Vierte Gahrsschr/ift fur Za/hnheil-

kundk, page 20, 1876 :--Besides the uses of sali-

cylic acid in medicine, it has its uses in the arts
as an antiseptic, notably for the conservation of

wines, etc. Combined with methyl alcohol it prO
duces an oil, which, in its physical and chenic
properties is identical with oil of wintergreen.

AMERICAN MEDICAL COLLEGES.-A conventiOO
of representatives of the Medical Colleges of the
United States was held in Philadelphia in June last
the object of which was to consider all matters r
lating to reform in medical college work. The
faculty of each medical college was requested tO
send one or more delegates; a large number coi'
plied. Prof. J. B. Biddle of Jefferson College Wa
elected President, and Dr. Connor of Detroit Secre'
tary. Before proceeding to business the followilß
resolution vas put and carried: "That the actiOO
of the Convention shall not be considered bindi%
upon the colleges represented, unless endorsed bl
their respective faculties." This action which WO,
severely criticised in some quarters, was rendere4
necessary, from the fact that many of the subject
for discussion were for the first time brought undd

the notice of the delegates, and they could not Y
expected to know the minds of their representative&
The first question before the meeting, was one re
garding the beneficary system, which was col
denmed by the Convention. It was resolved th9t
no two consecutive courses of Lectures in one ye0

should entitle the students to go up for graduatioe'

and a recommendation was adopted, to extend the
period of medical study to three courses of lecture0
graded somewhat similar to that in force at Harva

University. It was further resolved, that no degt
in medicine be conferred, except after an
amination in all the branches of medicine.

NERVE STRETCHING IN TETANUS.-In a case
tetanus which occurred in the Montreal Genergl
Hospital, Dr. Drake cut down upon the sciat

nerve and stretched it. The patient was then P
upon chloral hydrate and calabar bean. The oper'-'

tion seemed at first to afford considerable relief to'

the patient, but after a time the spasms returne

and he ultimately died of lockjaw.

BRANT COUNTY MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.-T

quarterly meeting of this Association, was held
the Kerby House, Brantford, on Tuesday, ScPt

5 th. The following gentlemen were elected office

for the ensuing year: Dr. Digby, President;

Philip, Vice-President, Dr. Harris, Secretary
Treasurer.
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peLLow FEVER IN THE SOUTH. - There is at
Present a very serious epidemic of yellow feveri

n the South, especially in Savannah and
fiutwick, Ga. The suffering from fever and des-

then11 is reported very great and alarmingly onthe increase. The mortality in Savannah is stated
56 daily, which is much larger than at any pre-

isitation, the highest figure reached in 1854
51. The epidemic is likely to continue for

bere timTe yet, probably till the month of Novem-
ddl The epidemic of 1854 lasted until about the

richodf November. Relief is being sent in from
citieosd, New Orleans, Washington and other

bEIt RIM TREMENS FROM MORPHINISM.-
ths been observed that patients, accustomed to

she oe of morphine for a length of time, have
rewnedsYmptoms of delirium tremens when the
of yer Was suddenly withdrawn. Dr. Levinstein,
fact, , (Klin. Woch., April 3,) alludes to this

' dd refers to two cases which lately came
bling el notice, in which the symptoms resem-
terr delirium tremens were very marked. He

s the affection "delirium from morphinism."

St. ThoN OF THE SCAPULA.-Dr. McCormac, of
scapuomas's Hospital, lately removed the entire
droa and part of the clavicle for a myxo-chon-

Theteous tumour, which weighed six pounds.
Wde was very slight hemorrhage, and the patient
a good recovery. The wound was treated

woi0 e dially and the surface dressed with cotton
'dPped in a solution of salicylic acid.

(i. I . ATION OF THE UTERUS & OVARIES.-Dr.

Y0rball gives the notes (Boston Med. &- Surg.
ter,) of a successful case of extirpation of the

s and ovaries for fibro-cystic disease. The
bout 37 years of age, and the tumore Per growing since April '74. The operation

serformed on Jany. 5th, '76, and the patient
March and going about the house on the 1st of

ý iN Ç uy SODA AS A REMEDY FOR DIARRHŒA
'' Iuke-ENTERy.-A few grains of this dissolved
a tha arm water, and drank occasionally, is
liig from ac kecessary to cure diarrhcea, &c., aris-

retiedy acidity of the stomach. This was the soleUsed by a famous English empiric.

FOR WHOOPING COUGH.-The latest remedy for
whooping-cough, is Spanish chesnut leaves. It is
given in the form of infusion of the leaves, 1 to 2
ounces to the pint. Dose one to two tablespoon-
fuls every two or three hours.

MIDWIFERY ENGAGEMENTS.-In England a medi-
cal man can claim by law an obstetric fee if previ-
ously engaged to attend the case, even if the birth
takes place in his absence.

CINCHO-QUININE, STRYCHNINE AND IRON. -
The following is an elegant combination of these
valuable remedies, and has been found to produce
the most favorable results:

I-Cincho-quinine, 64 grs.
Strychnine, 4 grs.
Tr. ferri mur., 3 iij.
Syrup, q. s.--m.

Triturate the cincho-quinine and strychnine in a
glass mortar, adding the tincture of iron gradually
and a few drops of nitric acid if necessary, until
they are dissolved ; filter, and add syrup to make
the finished preparation measure one pint.

Dr. T. Millman of Woodstock, Ontario has been
appointed resident Accoucheur to St. Thomas'
Hospital, London. This appointment is a very
valuable one, and is considered a post of honour.
We congratulate him on his success. There are
fifteen Canadians at present at St. Thomas's.

SYRUP OF SALICYLIC AcID.-In giving this acid
the annexed formula, for a syrup, has been suggested.

R. Salicylic acid 3 ss.
Oil of sweet almonds 3 x.
Gum arabic 3 x.
Syrup of almonds 3 xij.
Orange-flower water 3 xij.-m

RIGHT.-" Al I have had to do I have done in
kingly fashion; I let tongues wag as they pleased:
what I saw to be the right thing-that I did."-
Goethe.

APPOINTMENTs.-C. E. Jakeway, M.D., of Stay-
ner, to be an Associate Coroner for the County of
Simcoe. R. W. Forrest, M.D., of Mount Albert
to be an Associate Coroner for the Counties of
York and Ontario. George Boddington, M.D.,
Sparta, to be an Associate Coroner for the County
of Elgin. J. R. Reece, M.D., of Huntsville, to be
an Associate Coroner for the county of Muskoka.



nor lose its shape ; it can be doubled up in any

form, or looped, without injuring it in the least. It;

gives more equable and easy pressure than any
other variety of pessary, and is very durable. They

can be manufactured of all shapes and patterns

according to the necessities of the case, and are

far superior to hard rubber, which are very rigid

and therefore inconvenient for the patient. The

price varies from 75 c. to $1. 50 each, according to

shape.
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INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL CONGRESS. 1

The meeting of this Medical Congress was suc-

cessful far beyond the anticipations of its most

sanguine friends. There were upwards of 450
members present, 70 of whom were foreigners.

Among those from foreign countries may be men-

tioned, Du. Adams, Pres. London Med. Society;
Barnes, N. Brudenell Carter, Ophthalmic Surgeon,

Brunton, editor of the Practitioner, and Davy, Sec.

sented in the Congress ne said: in its wie rang
the present Congress is without a parallel. Similar

bodies have repeatedly met, but never on so grand

a scale, nor with such a cosmopolitan outlook."
The following officers were then appointed :-Dr.

S. D. Gross, President, and Dr. Hays, General-

Secretary.
SECTION ON MEDICINE.-Dr. Stille, President

Drs. Howard, (Montreal), and Woodward, U.S.A.
Vice do.

SURGERY.-Dr. Lister, President, Drs. Grant,

(Ottawa), and Ashurst, Vice do.

OBSTETRICS.-Dr. Barnes, President, Drs. SingP

son and Bedford, Vice do., &c.

BIOLoGY.-Dr. Dalton, President, Drs. Flint,

Jr., and F. W. Campbell, (Montreal), Vice do.
DERMATOLOGY.-Dr. J. C. White, President.
OPHTHALMOLOGY.-Dr. Brudenell Carter, Pre

sident.
SANITARY SCIENCE.-Dr. Stephen Smith, Presi'

dent.
OTOLOGY.-Dr. C. J. Black, President.
MENTAL DISEASES.-Dr. J. P. Gray, Presidet.
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,tw tLon. Med. Society; Drs.Lister, A. R. Simpson, and
Robertson of Edinburgh ; Drs. Barker and Tufnell,

of Dublin, Dr. Barroeto, Mexico ; Dr. Debaisieux,
Louvain ; Drs. Englested, Hansen, and Lange,
Copenhagen ; Dr. Estlander, Finland; Dr. Gori,
Amsterdam ; Dr. Hjort, Norway ; Dr. Hudson,
Australia ; Dr. Hueter, Griefswald ; Drs. Ishi-
gouro, Miyake, and Nagayo, Japan; Dr.
Melero, Havana; Dr. Rawson, Buenos Ayres;
Dr. Rudnew, St. Petersburgh, &c. The follow

iing delegates were present from Canada:-Drs.
Grant, Henderson, Church and Wright, Ottawae
Drs. Howard, Hingston, F. W. Campbell, TreIn
holme, Dugdale, Wilkins and Robillard, Montreal
Drs. Hodder, Thorburn, Canniff, Rosebrugh, Ross,

ca sTemple, Oldright and F. H. Wright, Toronto ; Drs.
A T ,JUNE633 WMcDonald, Rosebrugh, Leslie and Woolverton,

Hamilton; Drs. Holmes, Bray, and Murphyp
Chatham, Drs. Reid, Woodill, and Dodge, HalifaX,
N.S.; Dr. Brouse, Prescott; Dr. J. R. DicksolD

SPIRAL-SPRING PESSARY.-The above wood-cut Kingston; Dr. Hamilton, Cornwallis, N. S.; Dr

shows the structure of the spiral-spring pessary. It i Burt, Paris ; Dr. McLean, Goderich ; Dr. Robert-

consists of seven or eight coils of rounded thin son, Milton ; Dr. Yeomans, Mount Forest ; Dr. S.

whalebone, over which is wound spirally brass S. Earle, St. John, N.B., and several others whose

spring wire, until it is completely encircled. It is names we have not learned. At the opening Dr.

then covered with rubber of exceedingly smooth Gross of Philadelphia presided. In his address of

surface. The spiral-spring pessary will not break, welcome, alluding to the many nationalities repre-
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uring the deliberations of the committee on paper on the " Medical and Surgical treatment ofnonlinations, Dr Flint read the address on " Medi- Aneurism." He favored compression and the ap-
eie Which was a review of the history of medi- phcation of Esmarch's bandage, and alluded to
the in the U.S., during the past 'oo years. At Tufnell's method of medical treatment, by rest,Cl cdose of the address, Dr. Gross referred to the position, and iodide of potassium.Ildesty which had led Dr. Flint to pass over all Dr. Sayre read a paper on the treatment ofIliont10, of his own great works. " Coxalgia," in which he stated that this was

the Congress now proceeded to meet in Sec- almost invariably a disease of childhood, and was
t hs. Sof traumatic origin, and that the operation of ex-

the Section on Medicine, the subject of section was not attended with danger. The sec-
o-malarial Fever, Is it a special type of fever ? tion did not endorse his views in reference to theW4 introduced for discussion by a paper from Dr. origin of the disease. Dr. Gouley, of New York,'Wodward. U.S. A. After considerable discus- read a paper on "Subperiosteal excision of thee , the section resolved that it was not, but was Inferior Maxilla. In one case he removed thea COnenient term to apply to the result of the entire jaw, and when last seen, 7J years after thecotbied influences of malaria and typhoid. operation, the bone was almost entirely repro-

ber. J. L. Smith, of New York, introduced the duced. He referred to the intra-buccal operation
p ussion on the question " Are Diphtheritic and which offers many advantages.ýUeidomembranous Croup identical ?" He in- Dr. Adams, of London, then read a paper onl led to the view that they were ; but the section " Subcutaneous Division ot the Neck of the

oi0t arrive at any definite conclusion on the Femur," for anchylosis of the hip when in a falsesubject. 
position, as for example, the straight position,

br. Denison, of Denver, Colorado, read a very. preventing the patient from sitting on a chair oreborate paper on " The Influence of High Alti- commode. An incision is made down to the
On the progress of Phthisis." bone, the periosteum divided, and the saw, a blunt

r. R. P. Howard, of Montreal, read an able pointed one, carried down along the blade of theer On " Progressive Pernicious Anemia," and knife, and the neck divided across at right angles
e eid, of Halifax, N.S., one on " Medical to the longitudinal axis; the weight and pully istaching.y then applied and a false joint established by pas-'he address on "Hygiene and Sanitary sive motion. In the Section on " Obstetrics,aCiece " was delivered by Dr. Bowditch, Boston. Dr. Byford read a paper on " The Causes

p the Section on Biology, Dr. Johnston read a and Treatment of Non-Puerperal Hemorrhages ofp aer on the " microscopy of the blood," and Dr. of the Womb." In regard to treatment, he hadfIIt, Jr., read one on " The Excretory Functions little faith in astringents by the month, and recom-Liver." mended rest, position, cold applications and acid
discuthe Surgical Section, Dr. Hodgen opened the drinks, and opium if pain be present. Alteratives

8c'e ssion on " Antiseptic surgery." This led to as hydrarg bichloride, he has found useful in many
rY animated discussion in which, Drs. Lister, cases.

a 0to, Grant, Canniff, Atlee, Hewson, Ashurst, Dr. Holmes, of Chatham, read an interestingdbothers took part. This discussion will be paper " On the Management of Convulsions inD.blihed in the volume of transactions. Children depending on a High Temperature of
r Lister, closed the debate on antiseptic the Body." He deprecated internal remedies,curger, addressing the section for three hours except quinia, and considered cold water the mostattse'utively, and received the most marked efficacious agent, when the temp. was ioo° F.

tention. He exhibited his ordinary dressing, T epid water should first be used, and cold waterin Producer, &c. He uses pure carbolic acid gradually added until the temperature is reduced
a1 .nti, I to 20 of water. He described his to 60° F.
preate ligature. It is made of catgut, and is Dr. Miner read a paper on the " Enucleation ofvater by immersing it in chromic acid, glycerine, Ovarian Tumors," and Dr. Atlee, one on " The, and spirits of wine. Dr. Van Buren read a Treatment of Fibroid tumors of the Uterus." The
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medical treatment recomnended by him consisted MICRO-PHOTOGRAPHS IN HISTOLOGY, normal and

of iron, ergot, iodine, and muriate of ammonia. pathological, by Carl Seiler, M.D. Philadelphia

Dr. Lusk, of New York, read a paper on the J. H. Coates & Co.

"Nature, Causes and Prevention of Puerperal Number four of this serial has reached us, and

Fever." Dr. Simpson, in the discussion that fol- Ï without exception, t'e best vet issued. It col

lowed, said, that it was often only a typhoid fever tains two physiological and two pathological pho

occurring in the puerperal state. He recommend- tographs, with accompanying descriptive textS

ed vinegar as an excellent disinfectant for washing We wish the publishers every success in their neN

the hands.enrpi.
Dr. Fitch, of New York, read a paper on THE MEDICA H JURISPRUDENCE INANI

ý' Paracentesis, AsiainadTasuin"1e J. H. Balfour Browne, Esq., of the M1ddle0'
spoke very highly of the "l)ome shaped trocar" in Temple, London, E. Second edition. Phila

paracentesis. Dr. FrenholmJe, of Montreal, pre- deHphia: Lindsay & Blakiston. Toronto: Wl

sented a paper on " Uterine Hemorrhage," and in

Dr. White, of Buffalo, one on " Chronic Inversion This is an exceedmigly useful book to those wllO

of the Uterus." have frequent occasion to give evidence before the

Many other valuable papers iere read in the courts on matters touching the question of anity O

different sections, to which we cannot now allude. iisatity. The work discusses the causes of insanit

The social side of the congress vas equally suc- the capacity at d responsibility of the insane;

cessfül and entertaining. The dinner on Friday capacity to make wills or contracts ; the classiflot'

night was a grand affair, a ad was largely attended. tion of insanity dipsomanic epilepsies , lucid i.

Receptions ere held every evening, by members tervals; feined insanity; adissibility of ile

of the profession, and others in Philadelphia, and evidence of the insane ; examination of persons 

many private dnners were given. Before the usound mid; niedical experts; advice to :nedil'

close of the session, the delegates from Canada witnesse in the itness box, &c. Nuniero s ref e

moved a resolution thanking the members and ences are made throughout the work to legal de',

citizens of Philadelphia for the kind and hospitable cisions ir English and other courts. We cannO

manner in which they had been treated. commend the work too strongly, tho ail aho fel 

oftheprofession,_andothersinPhiladelphia, andvinterest in this subject.

~ THE MEDICAL ISTORY 0F WEST AFRICAN CÀ]t'

PmIGNS, byA. A. Gore, late 34th iRegimentc

clos ofthe esson, he eleatesfro Canda itnssesin he wtnes bx, &. Nmeros rfer

AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE ON DISEASES OF THE

SKIN, by H. G. Piffard, A.M., M.D., New York,
with illustrations. New York: McMillan &
Co.
This to all appearance is a very useful little work,

and contains all that is necessary for a student

commencing the study of skin diseases. He adopts

the following classification :-ist. diathetic affec-

tions, as syphilides, scrofulides, rheumides, and their

varieties. 2nd. General non-diathetic affections.

3rd. Reflex affections. 4 th. Local affections. 5th.

Affections of uncertain nature. The above classi-

fication seems a very good one, as it is based on

the natural or etiological system. The treatment

of the different affections has received a good deal

of attention from the author. On the whole we

are very well pleased with the book, and would

recommend it to our young friends beginning the

study.

Sanitary Officer during the Ashantee War. LU" ra
don: Ballaire, Tindall & Cox.

the

Subscribers who have not yet sent in their sUD' a
scriptions for last year, are respectfully remindý Sp
of the omission. for

eartnt, ,ad » f PC
Pt(

At Bruce Mines on the 7th Sept., by Rev. T. Pre
Appleby, M.A., assisted by the Rev. J. Widio sai
Rolph, M.D., John Alexander Reid, M.D., e in
Annie, eldest daughter of George Marks, Esq., W

At Woodbridge on Monday September 4tb he

Maud Mary Douglas, daughter of Dr. Wilkinsoi Pre
aged two years and 6 months.

**, The chargefor notice of Births, Marriages and D
is ,6fty cents, which shouId be foPwarded in postage staN
,with the communication.
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URE CODLIVER OIL,
ctlsfatured on the Sea-Shore, by HAZARD & CASWELL, from Fresh and Selected Livers.

and for Cod-Liver
ded upon as strictly
[y prepared, having

edicat Professon,
ndertake its manu-
Stations, where the
id every few hours,
luently are in great

void of cotor odor, and flavor-having a
bland, fish-like, and, to most persons, not
unpleasant taste. It is so sweet and pure
that it cau be retained by the stomach
when other kinds fail, and patients soon

'become fond of it.
The secret of making good Cod-Liver

Oil lies in the proper application of the
proper degree of heat; too much or too

l il sriouly injure the quality.

rr - more - - uanufactured, by us on the Great attention to cleanliness is abso-
i h .the greatest care, from lutely necessary to produce sweet Cod-

di t Livers, of the Cod only, Liver Oil. The rancid Oil found in theSDsid Of any chemicals, by the urers who
ihe'iiic s ~ n eettmeaue-~Market is the make of manufacturr h

an lowest seprate are careless about these matters.
the .11can be separated from

rlof p Livers. It is nearly de-
rof. ker of New York, says: " I have tried almost every other manufacturers O, and giv yours the deided prefre e

jýhý% y8, State Assayer of Massachusetts, after a full analysis of it, says "It the best fer forei g e or domfsti f use.

SOilaef erimenting. the Medicai Profession of Europe and America, who h tvo ay of the brown 0ife.

T h unanimously decided the light straw-colored Cod-Liver Oil to be P O H US-CA LISA .

s e t obineicsofthe Pharmacopoeia : preparation of the above estimable Tonies
I ndoL HAZARD & Co. also call the attention of the Profession to their ark. a combination of the Pyrophosphate

%, IiC althi ee and palatable Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of CaelIon and astringency of the Calisaya are over-

witb idiaya neer before attained, in which the nauseous inkiness oftl Amber-colored Cordial, delicious to the taste
anyleaba injury to their active tonic principles, and blende from the IcOYAL CALISAYA BARK, not

the most delicate stomach. This preparation is made directix ft AnC y rto 8OID OR TilRIR SALTS-being unlike other preparations called 1 Elixir of Calisaya ark it Iron. ar des-a
aeuda sr catUe E Etixir of Catîsaya Bark with Iron. Es.cu des-

n e and Iron. Our Elixir can be depended upon as being a true sa Iron
to r o ntain seven and a half grains Royal Calisaya Bark, and two grains tiocpyroph nsphate rn o

p.lB foshorted Elixir of Calisaya Bark with Strychnia.-This preparatonc e grain of Strycha added

if 1 of our Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya Bark, greatly intensifyiug its t on io effect

80o osphorated Elixir of Calisaya with Blemnth, containing eight grains AmmonieCitrate of Bi.,muth in eaeb
Of th erre-Phosphorated Etixir of Catisaya Bark. B)&C. HMSOAmDUGS8*e ok

VASWIELL, B9AZAR»hC. EXSeADDuosU e ok

T. MORSON & SON,
& 124 SOUTHAMPTON ROW, RUSSELL SQUARE, W.C.
BS: ]HORNSEY ROAD, N., & SUMMERFIELD WORKS, HOIERTON E., LONDON,

MANUFACTURERS OF

re Chemicals and all New Medicines.

PEPSINE
PEPSINE
PEPSINE
PEPSINE
PEPSINE
PEPSINE

SPECIALTIES.
PREPARATIONS. (The
PORCI, Pure.
POWDER, or POUDRE
WINE.
LOZENGES.
GLOBULES.

Original English Manufacturers.)

NUTRITIVE.

PANCREATINE POWDER.
PANCREATIC EMULSION.
PANCREATIZED COI) LIVER OIL.
SACCHARATED WHEAT PHOSPHATES. lish Makers.)
CREOSOTE, from WOOD TAR. (The only Eng
N.B.-Test of Purity-Insoluble in Price's Glycerine.
GELATINE. (The most econonical substitute for Isinglass.)
CHLORODYNE.
EFFERVESCING CITRATE OF MAGNESIA.

ARTIFICIAL ESSENCES for Flavortng.
MORPHIA SALTS.
CHLOROFORM, Pure and Meth.
SP. ETHER NIT. P.B.
SP. AMMON. AR. P.B.
GINGERINE and ALOINE.

MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S

MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S

9&6m,-

1holesale and Retait by au CheaÑtsand Druggists throughout the World.
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THE IMPROVED

Thrs Extract is prepared fron the best Canada Barley Malt, by an improved procesprevents înjury to its properties by exces8 of heat. It is less than haf as expensive
foreign extract ; it is also more palatable co nv enft of administration, and wil not fe

Attention is invited to the following analyss of this Extract as given by S. H. Douglas, Prof. of ChemistrY TJosITY OF MICHIGAN, Ann Arbor: w,

"TROMMER EXTRACT OF MALT CO. :-I enclose herewith my analysis of your EXTRACT OP MALT: Malt(Glucose), 46.1 ; Dextrine, Hop-bitter, Extractive Matter, 23.6; Atbuminous Matter (Diastase), 2.469; AshPhP1.712; Alkajies, .377; Water, 25.7. Total, 99.958. ;s
a hIn comparing the above analysis with that of the Extract of Malt of the GERMAN PHARMACoPmIA, as given

that has been so generaîîy received by the profession, I find it to substantially agree with that article.Yours trirly, S1LAS H. DOUGLAS,
Thi nalble repartion s gh remmnded y they ry nurs roP rof. of Analytica and Applied h0tThisinvlabe prpartio is ighy rcommnde bythemedical profession as a most effective therapeutic agen*1

the restoration of delicate and exhausted constitutions. It is very nutritious, being rich in both muscle and fat-Pro"I
materials. 

Ec u"
By many American physicians, and among others by such foreign authorities (German, French, and Eng

Niemeyer, Trousseau, and Aitken the Malt Extract is extolled in the treatment of impaired, difficult and ''irritsbofdigestion, as of appetite, sick headache, chronic diarrhea, cough, bronchitis, asthma, consumption, the dbeib
females, and of the aged, in retarded nonvalescence fromn exhausting diseases, and indeed most al] depressing ni» tboin which it bas been found very sustaining and strengthening, and admirabiy adapted for building up and invigdeprealsystem. It is often well borne by the stomach when every kind of food is rejected, thus actually sustaining lif oThe presence of a large proportion of Diastase renders it most effective in those forms of disease originating ifeet digestion of the tarchy elernent of food.fA single dose of the Improved Trommer's Extract of Malt contains a larger quantity of the active properti# 5  

el
than a pint of te best ale or porter; and not aving undergone fermentation, is absolutely free from avcovol and esawiThe dose for adults is from a dessert to a tablespoonful three times daily. It lxs best taken after meals, pure, oo
with a glass of milk, or in water, wine, or any kind of spirituous liquor. Each bottle contains ONE AND 04 0,01
POUxDS of the Extract. Price $1.00.

In addition to the Extract of Malt with Hops, the attention of physicians is invited to the following combinato11'
Improved 

ImprovedTROMMER'S EXTRACT OF MALT, TROMMER'S EXTRACT OF MALTFERRATED. wîth the IODIDES 0F MRON and ]KAW,400Each dose contains four grains of the Pyrophosphate of W t IIR.ron. Particuîary adapted to cases of anoemia. PaRcE, The experience of the late Sir J. Y. Simpson andin the use of this combination of salts has been fully c o%, aby more recent experience. Particularly recomIende b
Im-proved 

anoemia dependent upon scrofuîa, pbthisis, cancer, the 0TROMMERS EXTRACT F MALT enlarged spen, and inhiorosis W ft
WITH CITRATE OF IRON AND QUINIA. aodides of Iron and Manganese. Paca, $1.50.Appropriate wbere Iron and Quinine are jointly indicated.Very beneficial in the anoemic state following autumnal Ipoefevers, in chlorosis, enlarged spleen, carbuncles, boils, ImprovedIt is a pleasant tonie, the bitter taste being very effect ually TRM R M Tdisguised. Each dose contains four grains of the Citratelof TROMMER'S EXTRACT OF mALT,Iron and Quinia. PRix, $1.50. 

AT'A'~
Improved 

with ALTRATIVES. 

Eac doe cntinstheproerproportions of the 10'
TROMMERS EXTRACT 0F MALT, ci oanthe chlor s and t3°1With HYPOPHOSPHITES. 

Magnesium, Sodium, and Potassium. This com id*'Farsupriort h Sr s the Most potent alteratives with tonics and restorativdse 0
Far superior to any of the IlSyrups " of HYpophosphites, been successfully employed in the different forin$ .'and invaluable in anSnia, scrofulous, tuberculous, and other dependent upon the Imodified srofulous ou, ,cachectic conditions. In the various affections to which sero- general perverted glandular action, disease of e dfulous children are liable, as marasmus, rachitis, caries of cartilages, catarrhal affections of the eye earb Sthe spine, &c., it is very efficacious. This combination is, pharyngea mucous surfaces, eczematou, an r O eU-in certain cases, even more efficient in exhaustion from und eruptionscou surac artemats, ur otherlactation than the Extract of Malt with Hops. PRICE, $1.50. tism, &c. PiCE, $1.5.

PREPARED BY

TPOMMEpt'S EXTPACT OF MA.LT 0001
For Sale by Wholesale Druggists throughout the United States and Canada'
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LVersity of the Cityof New York.

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.
410

ea8t Twenty-sixth St., opposite Bellevue Hospital, New York City.

TI-E TT-STH SEJiSSIOT 1876-77.

FAyT OrV F MEDICINE.
' .V. HiOWABD CROSBY, D.D. LL. D.,Chancellor of the University.'

erit p"ARTIN PAINE, M.D., LL.D.,
s Prof. of Materia Medica and Therapeutics.

SAeritti PLFRED C. POST, M.D., LL.D.,reof. Of Clinical Surgery ; President of the Faculty.
lertj p CH ARLES A. BUDD, M.D.,rfof Obstetrics, Diseases of Woman & Children.

JOHN C. DRAPER, M.D., LL.D.,
Prof. of Chemistry.

Prof ALFRED L. LOOMIS, M.D.,of Pathology and Practice of Medicine.
WI.LIAM DARLING, A.M., M.D., F.R.C.S.,

Prof. of Anatomy.

WILLIAM H-. THOMSOM, M.D.,
Prof. of Materia Medica aud Therapeutics.

jW. S. ARNOLD, M.D.,
Prof. of Physiology.

JOHN T. DARBY, M.D.,
Prof. of Surgery.

CHARLES INSLEE PARDEE, M.D.,
Prof. of Diseases of the Ear ; Dean of the Faculty.

FANEVIL D. WEISSE, M.D.,
Prof. of Practical & Surgical Anatomy.

R. A. WITTHAUS, JR., M.D.,
Associate Prof. of Chemistry & Physiology.

J. WILLISTON WRIGHT, M.D.,
Lecturer on Obstetrics, Diseases of Women & Children.

JOSEPH W. WINTER, M.D.,
Demonstrator of Anatomy.

POST GRADUATE FACULTY.
o. B. ST. JOHN ROOSA, M.D., j. W. S. GOULEY, M.D.,
ofogy and Otolo ' Prof. of Diseases of the Genito-Urinary System.

prof. WM. A. HAMMOND, M..,. MONTROSE A. PALLEN, M.D.,

P o 'aes of the Mind and Nervous System. HENRo G PIFFA M.D.,

of STEPHEN SMITH, M.D., HERi.PFA D ..
rthopoedic Surgery and Surgical Jurisprudence. Clinical Professor of Dermatology.

a COLEGIA da Sprn ession. The latter isauxiiiary t h
.dtede ATE YEAR is divided ilto two Sessions-a regular Winter Session, and a sprg A tesndan. e te regdar Winter

18all the eign of the Faculty is to furnish instruction to medical students throughout the ye receive a CeRTIFIhATe 0F HoNoi, a
vorsutdt Ï8 demianded of the candidates for raduation. Those who attend the other session

e INuntarily a fuller course than usuad
tx y n .XQ SESSION is primcipally of a practical and clinical character, and affords particular facilities to etudent s who have

S s One course in schools where such practical advantages exist to a less extent. rheofothe renula alty n theirrasand
On the subjects necessary for graduating in medicine, conducted bv the Professors of the re uar Faculty an ther ias fts.

asd Itele av5tj0 ns will be addressed to both first and second course students. For the purpose Of makng the visits to the wards o the

et pi5ble as possible, the class is divided into sections. One division at a tinie is istyw in Practice, Diagnosis, Prescription,
te. The course begins early iii March, and continues till the midd the SIMMER COMMENCEMENT

i5  ri p i..~~eS8umuser lee ofleg Maywherthe College Cinics are kept open.
eon thINARY WINTER SESSION commences September 13th, 1876, and continue tiil the opening of th. regular session. It

e same plan as the Regular Winter Session. coin ei
• T WINTER SESSION occupies four and a hall months-commencing on September 27th, sad continyng til cln middle

%o lbhe d Yten of instruction embraces a thorough Didactic and Clinical Course, the lctonsof the lle bui lin os th
'te. 'ltitesi daily ciinics will be held either in Bellevue or the Charity Hospita'. xth street, and in close proximity to the ferry

I4opita i Clinics. It is opposite the gate of Bellevue Hospital on TwentY ei Post-mortem Rooms ae acros
e t e at on Blackwell's Island, while the Department of out-door Medical Charity,i o th e se tstablts fee fcrge

h oe tudents of the University Medica l be furnished with admission tickets to these establishmeut freeigh clinc.
's-o Of the practical chairs are connected with one or both of these Hospitals. Besides the Hospital clinies, there are eight

l ua te UiRSn E issors of the several departments in the College build-
e r OleUATE COURSE is ao consist of lectures delivered by the Prof After an attendance of one Session on

e, aegua Winter Session, illustrated by clinics held in Hospitals and at the Cobtan a Diploma Certfcate. coun

r f ' the candidate who is already a graduate of a recognised Medical College ca nl O four o m e ro s o ntersinedb the G d

~ !O' ~OLhO' tJiveritvsud he Dan f th Dep4.lent, sud by four or more Professors of Lbe. Post Grauuate
u tthe andite an Faculty of the Medical D , branches of special medical instruction. The

t ip t tht itehas d a n examination by them their respecti
l erificate is $30. This course will begin September 2

7
th- io Stiees are ebundant, and are fuid free o

thIr to call attention particularly to the opportunities or ss
essor o! Anatony spends several hours each day in demonstration lu the dj5sectiug-rom.

Po, e FEES FOR THE WITER COURSE.
a ourse of Lectures ................... 140 00

. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
t r c l o le . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 0 O U

Qiflustrator s fee iricluding miateril for. dsseeio........... ..........
8 duati, ....e.................................................... :................... 00

eo P"who hhs FESFRTESPIGCUS.ho have not attended the Winter course wil behohave atteuded tle N ilter Cous FEES FOR THE SPRI 0CUS

pieaY the aeatne Foe aine Course will be admitted free of charge. eoe w ie the $30 thue paid will be deducd
or f theuwnculation Fee athd $30; and, should they decide to become pupils for the wiuter,

i Particulars and circulars, address the Dean.

Prof, ceS. INSLEE PA3DZZ, M.D.,
Uui.rutjI eidoalOo~Es410 East 26thi St.; N.w York City.

dlàhlb-
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Electrical Instruments for Medical Use.
We respectfully refer to the following Eminent Physicians:

BOSTON.
Prof. Francis Minot, M.D.
H. H. A. Beach. M.D.

CHICAGO.
Prof. N. S. Davis, M.D.
Prof. James S. Jewell, M.D.

DETROIT.
Prof. Theo. A. McGraw, M.D.
Prof. James F. Noyes, M.D.
Prof. Albert B. Lyons, M.D.
Prof. Leartus Connor, M.D.

ST. LOUI-,
Prof. J. K. Bauday, M.D.
Prof. Jas. B. Johnson, M.D.

EW YORK CIT- %.p.
Prof. W. A. Hammond,.
Prof. Lewis A. Sayre, .p.Poof. James R. Wood, 3

PHILADELPHIA- .P.
Prof. Robert E. Rogers, P.
Prof. B. Howard Rand,

CANADA. st
Dr. Theo. Mack, M.D.,

tharines. . tO
Dr. Fife Fowler, M.D., . p.
Dr. John R. Dickson,

Kingston. Ibo
Dr. B. H. Lemon, M.D'

rold.
Drs. Orton & Alexander,

Fergus. g15'Dr. A. Wolverton, M.D''
ilton. To'

Dr. J. Fulton, M.D., Toroo

Galvano-Faradic Manufacturing CompailY
167 EAST 34

FOR SALE BY LYMAN BROS., TORONTO.
th STREET. NEW YORKlx

Send for Catalogue, with a concise and practical Guide for their

F. G. OTTO & SONS,
(Successors to OTTO & REYNDERS.)

MANUFACTURERS & IMPORTERS OF

Surgical Instruments and Orthodical ApplianceS'
Fig.12.

B .o.orrO-sONS.

TUE RESERVOIR THERMOMETER.-The advantages this Thermometer possesses over a"consist in the Reservoir B, in which the registering part of the mercury is collected, forming a body of oblongrThe surface of this body being large in comparison to the contracted bore, makes it impossible to unite the registethe mercury in the bulb A. wq
These Thermometers are well seasoned before graduating, and, consequently, are as correct as they can bc Wje.

Four inch In flfths,
" " " fourths,

Five " " fifths, .
"l "i "i f

G. Otto & Son's Patent Truss Pad.

In Hard Rubber or Boxwood Case, and will be forwarded on receipt of p

F. G. OTTO & SONS' PATENT TRT5ee
Has been described in several medical journals, and has since proved to

far the best or any yet put before the profession.

SKELETONS, ANATOMICAL PREPARATIONS'

64 CHXA'HAM STREET, NEW YORK•
SKND FOR PRICE LXI5T.

. ., . .00
.i . . b1

. .. . . 0
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BELLEVUE HOSPITAL
l»c e a. OoCr.a ci ,

CITY OF NEW YORK.

.SESSIONS 0F 1876-7 7 .

nCOLLEGIATE YEAR in this Institution embraces a Prelimimaiy Autumna Terni, the Regular Winter Session,

Ibo' euid a Summer Session.
Ewill commence On Wednesday, September [3, 1876,

g.9- and cotiRELIMINARY AUTUMNAL TERM for 1876-77 wi. co rcin, consisting of didactic lectures on
c ontue until the opening of the Regular Session. During this terni, instructio r c lt S tu es n

gia ttndlthebjects, and daily cliniical lectures, will be given as heretofore, my Tere but d nt dur ing t
Snorte Regular Session are strongly recommended to attend the Preli- l bar e Terni, but atteidance during the latter

o' equired . Du, ing the Preli inar er, cliniral and didactic lectures will be iven in pr«e v te same number ana

n theQ Regular Ssin 1876, and end about the i st of March
77 IE REGULAR SESSION will commence on Wednesday, Septemnber 27,

r E. TAYLOR, M. D., Emeritus Prof. of Obstetrics and Diseases of Wiomen and ChiIdr'n, and President of the CoUqê

MS R. WOOD, M.D., LL.D., Emeritus Prof. of Surgery-
YCE BARKER, M. D., Prof. of Clinical Midwifery and Diseases of Wonmen

SJTIN, FLINT, M.D., Prof. of the Principles and Practice of Medicine, an sihent-raySstmnd Clinical Meurgery.ofEdicifle, 0 C Of the Genito-Urinary Syst.ms and ClinieSi Ourgery.
IANBUREN, M.D., Prof. of Principles and Practice ofurgeD Ications, and CliniCal Surgery.

ALX A SAYRE, M. D., Prof. of Orthopedic Surgery, Fractures an Disl nca
WILXANiDER B. MOTT, M.D., Prof. of Clinical and Operative Surgery. Chidren, and Clinical Midwifery.
W LLIAM T. LUSIK, M. D., Prof. of Obstetrics and Diseases of Women and C

eW ND R. PEASLEE, M.D., LL.D., Prof. of Gynecology dClinica Medicine.
AIASTIM M. POLK, M. D., Lecturer on Materia Medica and Therpeu , and Secretary of the Faculty.
LPIN FLINT, Ja., M.D., Prof. of Physiology and Physiological Anatomy
. EUS S. CROSBY, M.D , Prof. of Descriptive and Surgical Anatoiy,

E' GDEN DOREMUS, M. D., LL.D., Professor of Chemistry and Toxico Disesm of the Nervous System and Clinical Medicine.
ARD G. JANEWAY, M.D., Prof. of Pathological Anatony and Histo Ogy,

PROFESSORS OF SPECIAL DEPARMMENTS, ETC.

RENRY D NOYES, M.D., Professor of Opthalmology and OtologY. dical Jurrudence.

DHN P. GRAY, M. D., LL.D., Professor of Psychological Medicine and MeChair o! Prnciples of Surgery, etc.
ARD L. KEYES, M. D., Professor of Dermatology, and adjuinct teo etrator of Anatoyl.)

WARD G. JANEWAY, M.D., Professor of Practical Anatomfly. emons
ROy MILTON YALE, M. D., Lecturer Adjunet upon Orthopedic Surgery.
A. SMITH M.D,.' Lecturer Adjunct upon Clinical Medicine. of clinical and didatic teaching. All

the ec istinctive feature of the method of instruction in this College is the union o in additi t four aU
1.1 Wite Sesin, instructiont orddci

etures are given within the Hospital grounds. During the Regular ain to clinical instruction.
eon every week-day, except Saturday, two or three hours are dalyBooks. This ter continues from the first of

&reh t Sprimg Session will consist chiefly of Recitations fron Text onsin all the Departments, held by a corps of
othe first of June. During this Session there will be daily recitation the Hospital and College Building.

rs appointed by the regular Faculty. Regular clinics are also given to

p Fes fo theRegular Session.Fees for the RglrSsin.ing Clinical Lecture@s............140 00
for Tickets to ail the Lectures during the Preliminary a.d Regular Terni, m . ......... 40 00

raduation Fee....... ........................ ...........................

Fees for the Spring Session. -500
Mtriculation (Ticket good for the following Winter)...... .......-.-.-'.• ............... • 0.
D tions. Clinics, and Lectures ..... ............................................... 10 00

ting (Ticket good for the following Winter) ..................
Students a eexamined at the end of their second coursM

ato.iAf -who have attended two full Winter courses of Lectures Y e il be xamined at the end of thir
c'e up edica, Physiology, Anotomy, and Chemistry, and, if wssf , lt 11  c

n Practice of Medicine, .Surgery, and Obstetrics on/y.

e Anual Circular and Catalogue, giving regulations for graduation aud ther inormati. addreua

PROF. AUSTIN FLINT, JR.,
Secretary Bellevue Hospital Medical Colege.
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Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyl 0
IS THE ORIGINAL AND ONLY GENUINE.

ADVICE TO INVALIDS.
If you wish to obtain quiet refreshing sleep, free from headache, relief from pain and angt9to calm and assuage the weary achings of protracted disease, invigorate the nervous mediab,5regulate the circulating systems of the body, you will provide yourself with a supply Ofmarvellous remedy discovered by DR. J. CoLLIs BRoWNE (late Medical Staff), to which he 5the naine of

CHLORODYNE,
and which is admitted by the Profession to be the most wonderful and valuable remedYdiscovered 

cvCHLRORDYNE is admitted by the Profession to be the most wonderful and valuable reouevil.ilQnÉTT d
C r .

CHLORODYNE
CLRODYNE

is the best renedy for Coughs, Consumption, Bronchitis, Asthna.-fetalcek a d h,~ L0OILU~ ~U0Lf aa asae-ihhra
yrup n arress làtLLV#I ose too often fatal dtiseases-Diphtheria,Croup Ague

CHLORODYNE acts like a charm in Diarrha, and is the only specific in Cholera and Dyseî"trYCHLORODYNE effectually cuts short all attacks of Epilepsy, Hysteria, Palpitation, and SP00
CHLORODYNE is the only palliative in Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Gout, Cancer, Toot»sobMeningitis, &c.

Extract from Indian Economist. 010
W e direct the attention of medical men to a fact observed some years since by ourselves, and corroborated lt 0subsequent experience, that Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne 18 in many cases of Low Fever immensely suPeQuinine in curative power. We cannot persuade ourselves that the true value of Dr. J. Collis Browne's ChlorodYn eiwproperly appraised in exdia. . . . It may be given with absolute safety even to a child three days old. Weremen but to make a fair and exhaustive trial of it we are persuaded that it would work a revolution in the treatmse t 

Ofthirds of the diseases to which chiidren are subject. Its curative power is simply amasing." ,y0010at arl Russell communicated to the College of Physicians that he had received a despatch from Her Majestyat Manilla, to the effect that Choiera had been raging fearfully, and that the ONLY remedy of any service WasDYNE."-See Lancet, Dec. 1, 1864.
From W. VESALIUS PETTIGREW, M.D., Hon. F.R.C.S., England.

Formerly Lecturer of Anatomy and Physiology at St. George's School of Medicin6 
*.V"I have no hesitation lu stating, after a fair trial of Chlorodyne, that I have never met with any medicinecious as an Anti-Spasmodie and Sedative. I have triedit in Consumption, Asthma, Diarrhoea, and other disesIe,most perfectly satisfied with the results." a

From Dr. THOMAS SANDIFORD, Passage West, Cork.
g I wil thank you to send me a further supply of Chiorodyne. It was the most efficacious remedy I ever use 0ing relief in violent attacks of Spasms within a minute after being taken. One patient in particular, who hal su0ggf6iyears with periodical ttacks of Spasms of a most painful nature, and unable to obtain relief from other remedies'opium, &0., finda nothing so prompt and efficacious as Chiorodyne."

From Dr. B. J. BOULTON & Co., Horncastle. do,,
S We have made pretty extensive use of Chlorodyne in our practice lately, and look upon it as an excellentSedative and Anti-Spasmodi . It seems to alay pain and irritation in whatever organ, and from whatever 00'induces a feeling of comfort and quietude not obtainabie by any other remedy, and seemi to posness this great %eoover aIl other sedatives, that it leaves no unpleasant after effects.to

From J. C. BAKER, Esq., M.D., Bideford.
"It is without doubt, the most valuable and certain Anodyne we have."

CAUTION.-BEWARE OF PIRACY AND IMITATIONS.
CAU TION.-T e extraordinary medical reports on the efficacy of Chlorodyne render it of vital importance tepublic ubould obtain the genuine, which hears the words "IDr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne."Vice-Chancellor WooD stated that Dr. J. COLLIS BowNR was undoubtedly the Inventor ofwhole story of the Defendant, FREEMAN, was deliberately untrue.
Lord Chancellor Selborne and Lord Justice James stated that the defendant had made a deliberate misrePresecf the decision of ViceChancelor Wood. 

0 V$JChemists throughout the lan: confirm this decision that Dr. J. C. BROWNE was the Inventor of CULOR0
Sold in Bottles at la lid., ý2s 9d., 4s 6d., each. None genuine without the wordSCOLLIS BROWNE'S CILOIRODYNE" Jion the Governinent Stamp. Overwhelm ifTestimony accompanies each bottle.

SOLE MANUFACTUuR-J T. DAVENPORT, 33 QRAT RUSSELL STaIET, BLOOXIS3Uan
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o CUTLER'S
ORG TIEMANN & CO., POCKET .INHALER
' ÂhAN SÀETOE 82.ED LAR

l'NN. ESTABLISHED 1826. ED. PFARRE

67 C0 &TRAjX STREET, NEW YORK,

NUPAOTURES AND IMPORTERS OF

8IJAGIoAL INSTRUMENTS,
Aektoa for' Practures, DislocatIons and Deformitles,

til Instrueints for Local Ansosthesia, and for Applica-"8 t0 the Larynx, Posterior Nares, Eustachian Tube,
br, UJrethra Badr c& Ltha , Badder, &c., c. Laryngoscopes,

,Phth4maoscopes, Endoscopes, Hypodermic Sy-
ringes, Fever Thermometers, &c. Surgical

Instruments of all kinds made to order,
and the Latest Improvements and

Novelties promptly supplied.

O SILVEJR MEDALS AWARDED
BY THE

IS EXPOSITION OF 1867,
THi ONLY SILVER MEDALS GRANTED TO

Exhibitors of Surgical Instruments.

r. Garratt's Electric Disk.
for local Weakness and chronsie Pains-if worns by
night or day, as a flexible pad, self-applies a constant
fine Electric infuence, of great power to cure weak
Nerves, Joints, Muscles or Organs, as weak Lungs,Throat, Stomach or Back, Slggish Liver, Rheuinatic
leart, Asthma, Congestion in Neck, Head Pains,
Weak Kidneys and Pelvic Organs.

P lk, 5 by 8 incies, 24 poles, $2.50. Childrens, 2 by 5, $1.%'cttu3 5ets. Greatly improved in durability. Each Disk is
iodb b" ,ay Garratt's Disk is the only thing for this purpose

b sts and Surgical Instrument Dealers.
Ïain receiptof Price,by A. C. GARRATT, M.D., (Electri-

Plc, Bson, Mass.

AND

Carbolate of Iodine Inhalants

REMEDY for al NASAL, THROAT and LUNG Dis-
A ees, afording relief in some cases in a few minutes.

This instrument is gotten up on an entirely new principle,
and well adapted to the treatment of all those diseases of

the air passages requrlng efficient inhalation. It is endorsed

by many leading practitioneroa and commends itseif to al

desiriflg an apparatils.
Dr. George Hadley, Professor of Chemistry and Pharmacy

in the University of Buffalo, in a carefully considered report
upon its merits, concludes in these words :

up"On the whole, this Inhaler seems to me, to accomplish its

purposeas bY novel, yet by the most simple and effectuai
means,; to be philosophical in conception, and well carried

out in the execution.'
AlwaYs ready, no danger of breaking or spilling, besides

being as safe and efficient in the hands of the novice as the
adept. Made of Hard Rubber, it may be carried about the
person as handily as a pencil case, and used regardless of
time or place. patented in the United States, England and
Canada. o ver 50,000 now in use in this country.

Price $2, including Inhalant for two months' use. Neatly
pri $2 andst by mail free, on receipt of price. Extra

ottle of Idhalant 5Oc. Liberal discount to the trade.

Kept b>' ail druggi8ts. Send your address and receive our

descriptive circular, post-paid.
W. H. SMITH & Co.,

402 and 406 Michigan St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Samples to Physicians free by mail on receipt of $1.

ANOTHER GOOD OPENING.
MEDICAL manisii an old settled district, wishes to dispose of his

A Residenceand Good-wilOf Practice worth over *3,800 per annum.
Tie propertY COI5Slgts of one Acre of Laurd, ons which are a comfortable
House, urger, and good Out-Buildings. There is a nice lawn, also
House, gardery and some good fruit trees on tihe premises.
kitchen aren appY t the Editor of the CANADA LANCET, Toronto

For the addressapy

]). REEVE

CAN BE CONSULTED IN REGARD TO

DISEASES OF THE EYE AND EAR,
At the Tecumseh House, London,

On the First Saturday of every month.

Residence and Office, 22 Shuter, St., Toronto.

PBiZH FOR ARTiIÂILLIB
S UR GI C A L m p Ld T AN C~E S.

-- ,description~ made toorder, for Paralysis, Hip-

.AP RAU yi Ov- kles, Club Feet, &o.Wjoint Disease k JAMES AUTHORS,
16 King Street East, Toronto.

TORONTO, Sept. 17, 1874.

fwk h on e I have nuich pleasure In being able to testify to the skill, ingenuity, and

SPorkanship shown in Mr. Authors' surgical appliances. They wil bear comparison with those manufac

PartJAMES H. RICHARDSON M.D University of Toronto, M.R.C.S. England.
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JEFFERSON MEDICAL COLLEGE.
PHILADELPHIA.

SHE FiftySecod Session of the Jefferson Medical College will begin on Monday, 2d October, 1876, and will conuntil st of Mai-ch, 1877. l>RELIMINARY LECTURES will be held from Monday, 4th September.

PROFESSORS.
JOSEPH PANCOAST, M.D., General, Descriptive and Surgical Anatomy (Emeritus.)SAMUEL D. GROSs, M.D., LL.D., D.C.L. Oxon., Institutes and Practice of Surgery.ELLERSLIE WALLACE, M. D., Obstetrics and Diseases of Women and Children.
B. HOWARD RAND, M.D., Chemistry.
JOHN B. BIDDLE, M.D., Materia Medica and General Therapeutics.J. AITKEN MEIGS, M.D., Institutes of Medicine and Medical Jurisprudence.J.M. DACJSTA, M.D., Practice of Medicine.
WILLIAM Il. PANCOAST, M.D., General, Descriptive and Surgical Anatomy.

Special >ourses are also given on the following subjects:
TOXICOLOGY, by Professor RAND.
DISEASES OF THE CRANIAL NERVES, by Professor MEIGS.
DERMATOLOGY and SYPHILITIC DISEASFs, by Dr. F F. MAURY, one ofthe Surgeons t. the Philadeiphia UosPit$1
PATHOLOGICAL ANAT >MY, by Dr. MORRIs LONGSTRErH, Pathologist to the Pennsytvania Hospital.
OPERATIVE SURGERY, with Operations on the Cadaver, by Dr. JOHN H. BRINTON, one of the Surgeons to the Phphia Hospital. 

9nAiatcly ugt nîr ore y rOPHTHALMOLOGY and OTOL'vY are treated both cliniccticahlly durinD th t WITHOMSON, one of the Surgeons to the Wills Ophthalmic Hospital.
LARYNGOSCOPY, with DISEASES OF THE THROAT, by Dr. J. SOLIS-COHEN.The DEMONSTRATOR of Surgery, Dr. J. EwING MEARS, delîvers a distinct course of Demonstrations of Surger1'illustrations on the Cadaver, during the entire session.
PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY with Qualitative and Quantitative Analysis, the Examinagion of Normal ami Abnormal Fr

and Manipulatioi by the Student himself, is taught by the DExmoNSTRATOR of Chemistry, Dr. W. H.
PRACTICAL ANATOMY and MORBID ANATOMY. For the study of Practical Anatomy, a fuli supply of matefl o«

nished ret of char-e. The Anatomicat Rooms are spacious and provided with every convenience, and not J.are subjects for dissection to be had without expense, but there are no incidental or extra charges of an1Demonstrator of Anatomy, T. H. ANDREWS, M. D.

CLINICAL INSTRUCTION is given daily at the College. The SURGICAL CLINIC is held on Wednesdays anddays, by Professors GROSs, JOSEPH PANCOAST and W. H. PANCOAST. The MEDICAL CLINIC, on Mondays and .'hbr
days, by Professors DACOSTA, BIDDLE and MEIGS. The CLINIC of Diseases oM Women and Chi1dren, on TueacwsI>rofessor WALLACE. The CLINIC of Diseases of the Eye and Ear, on Fridays, by Dr. THOMsON. The PENNS"A4IOSPITAL is near the College, and the corps of lecturers includes Professors DACOSTA and M s. Professor Pa
and Drs. MAURY and BRINTON are connected with the staff of the PHILAI>ELPHIA HOSPITALTHE NEw HosPITAI. 0F THE JEFFERSON MEDICAL COLLEGE was begun in November, 1875, and will be ConWîby the close of the present summer; and it is confidently anticipated that it wvill be in full operation eariy iu th eh vdsession. It is situated in a spacious lot immediately west of the College, bounded on three sides by streets and
space on the fourth side, and wil afford accommodation for at least one hundred beds. It is constructed accordina toej.most approved principles of hospital architecture, and will be furnished with every necessary applîance for heating jJlation, etc. A spacious amphitheatre, seating more than 5oo students, is provideri for Clinical Lectures, which, Witvisits t. the wards, will form part of the regular services of the College.

For a Full Course, .. $140
Matriculation Fee (paid once only,)
Graduation Fee, .... .•.•.•.•.30

STVDENTS WHO HAVE ATTENDED TWO FULL COURSES OF LECTURES ON ANATOMY, CHEMISTRY MATERI SAND THE INSTITUTES OF MEDICINE, MAY BE EXAMINED ON TIIOSF SUBJECTS AT THE END OF THE SECONDAND, IF APPROVED, WILL, AT THE END OF THEIR THIRD COURSE, BE EXAMINED ONLY OC HECRY ANIPRAMEDICINE, SURGERY AND OBSTETRICS.

A SUMMER COURSE of Supplementary Lectures is given, beginning 26th March, 1877, and extending thro !;Pt
inonths of Api, May and June. There is no additional charge for this Course to Matriculants of the College'Sregistration fée of five dollars

The Annual Announcement will be sent on application to

J. B. BIDDLE, M.D.,
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THE 1A ROS2
EALE AND RETAIL D.RUGGIST-Coa. QUEEN AND YONGE-STS.. TORONTO.

serve as a guide to intending purchasers, subject to
Prices of a few of the leading requirements of the profession "l an Liqsepveb ,8, quality being esteemed of the first importance. Tinctures, Syrups an uors are kept in 8 oz. bottes, and tbe price

t. Terms Cash less 5 per cent. discount. Corrected te Sept lot, 1876

$ c. c
. o u 0 50 Rad. Rhei. pulv .. lb. 2 00' ' ' . . z. 0 07 Iodine, resub ... .. ·. . 1 75 Santonine ... .. .. .. . OS. 0 908 oz. bot. O 20 Jalapi 5Sntflfe........0. O9........ t .bot 0 24 Sode Bicarb.... ........... lb 0 14

.023 Lin Saponis.. .. .. ......... . 017 Potass. Tart 032b. . 0 2 Liq Ammon.............. 20 Spir. Camphor..........8 oz. bot. 0 28
. . z.bot. 022 "Arsenic..........- ..... 0 40 " Ammon. Co.......... 025

0 33 " Bismuth ...........-. . 0 28 Syr. Aurant .... 0 20··....... 0 28 " Donovan . 1 30 " Codela 0 90
• . 008 ": OpiiSed.... ............. 0 17 Ferri lod. 0 401 30 " Potass.. ......... Strych. Phos.65

8 oz. bot. 0 63 Mist. Ferri Co.. .... z.... . bot. 4 20 " Hypophos. .0
OZ OZO 0 45
. . 0 30 Morph. Sul. . ............... 0 Phosph.o ............ 40

. a..- 0 30 " Mur.....- --.. 020 "i Senleg" ......... 0 48
....... 0 13 01. Crotonis.............. 0 25 Scill 0 200 15 " Jecoris Asselli.. . . 0 80 Tinct. Aconit 0 24lb. 1 40 "o Olive Op............ 0 60 Arnica0 24OZ. 0 50 Opium........ ........... .070 Calumb. 020.. 0 15 Powd.. .. ............ o 30 " Camph. . 0 20

·b. 1 25 Pil. Aloes 0...............,s. O 30 " Cardam. Co . .... 02
o.-'. . 020 " " et Ferri... - 0 38 Catechu 0 20.. 0 12 " " Myr............... 030 " Cinchon Co .......... " 0 240 05 "« Assafotid .. 0 " Colch.Sem.... 20

g ''' 0 20 ' Cath. Co., U.S........lb 150 Digital... .............. 0 20
0... 0 30 "d Hydrarg, Mass.... gr. 030 Ergot.................... 0 0
0 75 " " Subchlor. C.gross, () 3 o" Ferri Perchlor..0......." 18O..-... 0 07 Po Rhei. Co 0 40 " Gentian Co............'" 0 20
O 30 P Podophyllin, ....... -- lb 0 25 " Hyosciam.............<" 0 20
0 30 Plumbi Acet.. ...... .. ...-- " 0 Iodine ................. " .045

90 Potass. Acet.. 35 " Nucis Vom.. .. 0........ " 24
110 Bicarb .. ............ 0 90 " Opii................." 0 50
060 " Bromid...... ..... " 4 20 RheiCo.............. 0 30........ lb. 0 30 "e Iodid............. ". 0 75 Valer................ " 020OZ. 0 12 Pulv. Creta Co.......... .. " 100 Verat Vir............0z 024065 " " Opo. .60 Ung. Hyd.Nit.............. b 0 60'0 18 " Ipecac...... .. ........ " 225 Zinci.. ................. 040015 " " Go..........·· .".150 Vin. Ipecac............ 8oz.bot. 030. 10 Jalapa.. ............. 2 35 " Antim................. " 0 20. .0 07 Quinæ Sul................O

ressable tes. Arrangements2; have-beensmadeEforasaronstan

'I- MARTIN'S COW-POX VIRUS
4 iteOIY Pure Non-Rumanized Vaccine Virus,

Obtained by the method of

ut rtU£ ANIMAL VACCINATION,
tu% Ited by Prof. Depaul of Paris, in April, 1866, from the

e, ad Of Spontaneous Cow-Pox at Beaugency, in
f y 1 augurated in America in September, 1870, bye ' th han A artin, with virus and autograph instructions

ate8 ltd Of Prof. Depaul. Our establishment is by farL and most perfect in the world. .

Y WORY "LANCET " POINTS, PACKAGES OF10

EsTABL/8HED 1886 NE W YORK.

H. PLANTEN SON,
MEDICINAL CAPSULES

OF ALL KINDS. ALSO,

Ernpty CapSuleS (5 sizes), for the easy administration of
nauSCOus medicinal preparations.

List a ndSamples gent on application. 9• Sold by aIl Druggists

A MONTHLY JOURNAL OF

MEDICAL AND SURGICAL SCIENCE,
CRITICISM AND NEWS.

•..........................$2.00.
•The indOflt!dnt organ of the Profession, and the largest

CRUSTS (SCABS), MOST CAREFULLY and most widely circulated Medical Journal in Canada.

E SELECTED......................$5.00. Isgmd promptly Ou the 1st Of ech nOntho

%egt ith a fully warranted efficient. It will be packed Rh80r 3 r jRRRE iR adVBlC. Single
4 14.a fech safety by mail. Full directions for use S C ,0ue

Package. Remittances must accompany copies O cents, for Sale by
feh9ery of Virus insured. WILLING & WILLIAMSON, TORONTO.

•. aENRY A. MARTIN & SON, Ail Communications containing emittaes, Drafts or

s Post-Office Orders, to be addressed to J. FUTON M.D.,
Boston Ighlands, Mass. Manager, Toronto-
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The Banning Truss ardlBrace Co.

Fig. No. 18.

Improved Bevolving

SPINAL PROP.

bi
tr

New

Fig. No. 19.

SPINAL PROP
APPLIED.

Fig. No. 14.

Improved Centripetal

SPINAL LEV5

Unrivalled fo. the treatment of
Angular Curvature, gives no pain,
restraina no motion, and makes no
show through the dress.
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-he above cut represents Bà.
NMIG's NON-FaICTION SELF-ADJUST-
ING BERACE Tauss, applied for therétention of inguinal, fémoral
and unbilical hernia. Acta upon
the principle Of renovng visceral
welght froni herniel opénings. la
light, cool and self-adjustable, and
:s absolutely a Non-Friction Truss.

or
KECHANICAL SUPPORT

Has the uqualified endorsement of over lvethousand of the leading medical men of thia
country id Euro i.and has been adopted bythem in their practice.

PRACTITIO N ERS
ePOrt to the Medical Journals and to us that

SPINAL DEFORMIfTIE

whlch have gone through the whole catalogue ci
other Spina Props, Corsets, Abdomina Sup.
porters and Pssaries,

YIELD READILY

The aboyé eut reP]IuOMMo ArnoMIN
removing visceral weig
recting the trunos bel
its attachment, BAY<U

ED Bi TJEOÂicD Usrnqin Ilpor thé ne'.
TO the vagina, restoring %ý

or ietae uteru h

BANNING TRUSS AND BRACE CO., 704 Broadway, above 4th Sto other offie or Address. Send for Descriptive ParilN B.-The numbers of the above Figures refer to Pamphlet Nos., NOT to Descriptive List 140
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